
:, 

of Chinese troops invade the U.S. through the Aleutians. My reply was, “exactly 

nothing.” I explained that the pact made between the Li family dynasty and 

A reader sent an article regarding China and Alaska out of David Rockefeller in 1964, that China and the U.S. would never be at war with 

John Coleman’s asking comments. I don’t each other, is stronger than ever. 

think that there is much commenting required but I do feel it is It was one of the Li family, Li Peng, who directed operations in Tiananmen 

such an important topic that we should offer it one step further Square. On the day of the student revolt was on a speaking engagement in New 

along the road to publicity. Orleans, At question time, a lady asked me if the students were going to succeed 

in overthrowing the government. I told her it wasn’t going to happen and she 

[QUOTING, April 1997, Volume 6, Number 4, 

During one of my radio talk-show interviews, a caller asked 

me what the U.S. is doing to prepare for the day when millions 

P.O. Box 27800 

Las Vegas, NV 89126 

The News Desk, p.2 

David Icke In Tehachapi 

Part III, p.6 

The News Desk 

Exchange With LaRouche Concerning 

And Related Geophysics, p.20 
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speeches, waving flags and calls for service to society 
with skepticism; for those who dare to exist for their 
own sake-one speaker (I think she was a teacher) 
issued a command at the summit’s opening ceremonies: 

The popular Nike slogan, in this context, translates 

5/17/97 DR. AL OVERHOLT Then I thought of those millions of Americans who as: Don’t think, don’t-question, don’t trust 

go to work every day. From coast to coast, they go to judgment. 

VOLUNTEERISM CLOAKED work not to serve others but for their own life, liberty Just 

IN FASCISM and the pursuit of their own happiness. Many Ameri- This is the real meaning of Clinton’s era of big 
cans help others if-and only if-they are able to afford citizenship: Renounce your self-interest and step up to 

From May 1997, [quoting:] it. Their livelihoods are drained by taxes and regula- serve. 

The President’s Summit for America’s Future-a tions. Summit supporters had gathered at the birthplace 

call for national service under the banner of volunteerism- The youngest among them are bound to a future of of the to claim 

came and went without widespread criticism. servitude to pay for Medicare and Social Security; they every living American is obliged to serve others 
J 

Throughout the three-day event, the summit’s core 
principles were repeated like a mantra of floating 
abstractions: Mentor, Protect, Nurture, Teach, Serve. 

Protect whom-and from what? Serve whom-and 

to what end? 
In this context, the ideas are a recipe for tyranny. 
The philosophy preached at the summit is self- 

sacrifice camouflaged as volunteerism. It is the moral 
premise of the Philadelphia summit and carries the 
unmistakable mark of Fascism. 

As Powell told an adoring Tom Brokaw, “We’re all 
part of (the same) family.” 

No, General Powell, we are not part of a giant 
family-we are a society composed of unique, 
unrepeatable individuals, with each individual as his 
own highest value. 

Each individual must be free to live for his own 
sake, to pursue his own goals and reach for the highest 
potential within. 

The summit was an attempt to desecrate the notion 
of independence. 

The proper response, for those individuals who 
love freedom, is to reject the morality of self-sacri- 
fice-and proclaim a personal declaration of indepen- 
dence. [End quoting] 

MARK OF THE DEVIL DISCOVERED 

Strange Symbol Adorns 
Version of the 

Excerpted from newsletter, 3197, 
[quoting:] 

“And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and 
poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right 

Lest freedom-loving Americans mistake the sum- can barely afford to buy a first house. hand, or in their 

mit a peaceful gathering ofbig shots getting together Nonetheless, Gen. Colin Powell declared: We must foreheads: And 

to pick up garbage, let me caution: I was there, be good stewards of each other. that no man 

listening to their calls for national service, and when He proclaimed: All of us can spare an extra 30 mightbuy or sell, 

the organizers of summit demand that each indi- minutes. All of us can spare an extra dollar. save he that had 

vidual Who is the retired Army general to decide what the mrirk, or the 

As I made my way into the host city of Philadelphia, constitutes an extra dollar? name of the beast, 

the philosophical implications of the summit were And what if someone chooses to save or spend an or the number of 

immediately clear. .’ extra dollar? his name.” 

Jumbo television screens heralding a new era of In an interview with the 

service to others dwarfed the Liberty Dell. Chains, general The pub- 

fences, steel gates, platforms and scaffolding built to lisher of the 

hold masses of volunteers engulfed Independence Hall. Thomas 

A sophisticated department store had replaced cash- Nelson Publish- 

mere-suited mannequins with pictures oftoothless chil- Through the happy talk, group hugs and celebrity ing, may claim 

dren and gigantic posters of President Clinton and Vice kiss-kisses, the dark cloud of Fascism was evident that their 
President Al Gore. throughout the summit. logo represents 

Deafening chants of “Volunteer! Volunteer! Vol- As the former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff the Holy Trinity 

unteer!” erupted when Clinton approached the podium said, aware that corporations and businessmen already of Father, Son, 
at Marcus Foster Stadium. donate millions of dollars in charity: “I just don’t want and Holy Spirit. 

For what cause were these willing servants volun- chairmen and CEOs to give more money. I really want But, if so, why is 

teering? them to take on the personal commitment.” the same design 

Nothing-anything-it did not matter. Apparently, giving is not enough-each individual found dominant 

They were pledging allegiance to an idea: the must in New Age and 

principle of self-sacrifice for the sake of others. occult circles? 

Clinton asked the droning mob: Are you ready to For die-hard individualists not willing to join this Why does a 

go to work? They cheered in affirmation. parade of volunteerism; for those who view charismatic r e v o 1 t i n g 1 y 

1 

Is 
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blasphemous Masonic ritual also employ Andrew Spannaus was given the microphone. He and systems. The executive order established the 
bol? began, “I am very surprised that you, George Bush, President’s Commission on Critical Infrastructure Pro- 

have come here to speak about tolerance, since in the tection. Its membership includes top-level officials 
SYMBOL OF United States, you put your political enemies, Lyndon from the Treasury, Justice, Defense, Commerce, En- 

LaRouche and his colleagues, in jail, because they were ergy, and Transportation -Departments. 
We reproduce in an illustration from exposing your Iran-Contra operations of drug- Meanwhile, a global police organization called the 

the classic Masonic text, running...and arms-running. How can you possibly Infrastructure Protection Task Force was also estab- 
sonry, which shows how the cryptic “Three Times come here and talk about tolerance?” lished. Made up of FEMA, the FBI, and CIA, and the 
Three” handclasp is performed in the Royal Arch De- Bush retorted: “if I’m not mistaken, the NSA, the IPTF will use its considerable police, law 
gree by three “brothers” of the Lodge. incredibly, it is Lence this gentlemen works for is run by a enforcement, and intelligence authority to whip the the 
during this grotesque ritual that the Masonic initiate crackpot [Calling Lim II crackpol istolerurrcet?] named citizenry into line. The Internet and all individual 
learns the true name of the Masonic god, nebulously Lyndon LaRouche. LaRouche was put on trial in a computers will be monitored and censored to make sure 
referred to by Masons as the “Grand Architect of the court and convicted of tax fraud. And he’s a crackpot, no “cyber terrorists” can thwart or prevent Project 
Universe”. in my view. A crackpot.” L.U.C.I.D. 

In this secret ritual, however, the Masonic Lodge The newspaper characterized Spannaus There is more, but you can get a pretty good idea 
reveals that the actual name of their deity as having been “impertinent”, if determined, and Bush what is being planned for us! [End quoting] 
This repugnant name is obtained by combining the as “forgetting the fair play and the paeans to tolerance Under the new laws governing telephones and fees, 
name of Jehova, or Yahweh, with the names of the which had just been enunciated in perfect harmony the FCC made rules that charge every user of tele- 
Philistine god, and the Egyptian god, On. (On is with his former colleague Gorbachev.” phones a fee for putting computers in every school. 
one of the several names of the great Egyptian Sun The paper added, -[Bush] sharply defined LaRouche Do you really think they would want every school to 
god.) Thus, Jah-baal-on, or Jahbuhlun. as ‘a crackpot’, and said that he doesn’t have to explain be filled with computers if they were to help improve 

anything to anyone about this case.” your children’s education7 If that were true they 
SYMBOL OF OCCULTISM “It’s difficult to know,” mused “how would, simply, supply the schools with 

Bush would have reacted if someone had pointed out to 
Riplinger has brought to my attention that this him that Saddam is still in power, and he’s out.” 

same tri-part symbol is found concealed in the tail of Maybe he would have bombed them. [End quoting] 
the Green Dragon, illustrated in.Harry E. Wedeck’s What’s this?? treasonous, lying, drug-running, 
occult classic volume, oJ pedophile, mind-controller, con-artist calls LaRouche- 

The same symbol and logo can also be found on an who is not a saint, but certainly one who has much education 
album from Atlantic Records of heavy metal music by higher ideals-a crackpot?? 
Led Zeppelin, the satanic rock group. Moreover, it is 
similar to the logo of the immense Krupp Works, the COMPUTER HOME- 
German manufacturing giant that was one of the most 
important producers for Adolf Hitler’s Nazi war ma- 
chine. [End quoting] From the INTERNET, 4/97, [quoting:] Excerpted from 

Still think the ones who wrote and publish the “The shadow government’s sinister plan to mi- 4/97, [quoting:] 
are nutely control our daily lives via a global, beast com- When Sgt. Maj. Larry Williams, Angola,, IN, re- 

And that the puter network has recently made astonishing advances. tired from the Army after 27 years (starting in 1967, a 
The high-tech noose is quickly being tightened around year that rings a bell for many of us), he received a 
the necks of the citizenry. Clinton announced last Certificate of Appreciation, machine-signed by Bill. 
October lOth, that the Govt. wants every home in the Clinton, Commander in Chief. Williams replied: 
U.S. to have a computer and be linked to the Internet. “I am returning this document’to you, for it pos- 

LaROUCHE FRAME-UP Clinton made it seem a noble thing as remarked: sesses no meaning or value to me. 

“Let us reach for a goal in the 2lst century of every “You and I are two different people, I chose to serve 
From 4114197, [quoting:] home connected to the Internet, and let us be brought my country 27 years ago with honor; YOU chose a 
Former President George Bush was challenged in closer together as a community through that connec- different path, one of dishonor. 

Milan, Italy April 5, on the LaRouche case and on his tion.” Brought closer, indeed! The goal is to bind us “I was tutored by my parents to place honor and 
own involvement in drug-running. Bush was here together as 2 1 st century slaves under the watchful, responsibility above all else; you obviously did not have 
attending a conference of the Non-Governmental Peace electronic eye of Big Brother. that same type of instruction. 
Strategies Project. With former UN Secretary General Big Brother wants to keep all patriots, nationalists “When I chose to retire after 27 years of military 
Javier Perez de Cuellar, NATO General Secretary Javier constitutionalists, fundamentalist Christians, and other service rather than remain, it was because of YOU! !!! 
Solana, former Swedish Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson, supposed “discontents” off the Internet. Working the “I do not agree with your homosexual views (in the 
and former Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev, he Internet and getting their message out exposing the military or in mainstream society) or how YOU (and 
signed the “Milan Charter” against intolerance. New World Order will no longer be allowed. your wife) are destroying such a fine and proud organi- 

During the question period, correspondent The scheme to require the Universal Biometrics 
I.D. card for computer access was first re- 
vealed in an article in news- 
paper [29 Aug.-4 Sept. 1996, pg. 211. The 
article explained that Acorn Computer 
Group, based in England; Oracle Software, a 
California software giant; and Things That 
Think, a Massachusetts-based, high tech- 
nology 
working on this pre&ct, along 40 

companies representing a cross section of 
the world’s business+~ommudty. 

S& the ultim&*plan is to have every 

computer fitted with this card reader and no 
one can turn on a computer unless first in- 
serting this Univer@ Biometrics I.D. card; 

To insure tu’all goes well and the 

mented by the targ t &te of Jan. 1, 2000 
A.D.‘,‘ Ia& July t&h L s. Clinton signed an 

or&r [No. 13010, Federal Regis- 
ter 996, Vol. 61, No. 138, 

pp.3 setting up a monstrously 
huge federal bureaucracy to oversee and di- 

zation as the United States Military (the organization 

that I love so dearly). For that matter, I do not agree 
with anything else you have done to date. 

“Sir; I have NO respect for you whatsoever! !! 
“I will close now by asking GOD to bless the United 

States Military along with the honorable men and 
women who serve her so proudly; I will also ask GOD 
to speed along the remainder of your term in office.” 
[End quoting) 

[Quoting, same as above:] 

We also get letters against our position that read, “I 
am a liberal, Ivoted for Clinton.” Then don’t complain 
about the scho&, far it was liberalism that stopped the 
Boys’ paddle that you and I remember so well. 
Remember when you made sure that, when you were in 
the service, )plrl ysu stayed on the straight and narrow 
because 
want to see your discharge papers? If you wanted a job 
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employer is PREVENTED BY LAW to even ask if the lords’ property? 

applicant was in the service. That is liberalism. 
mold, and hope you can somehow rise above it by 

“Bring me Wallace. Alive if possible. Dead, just saving and slaving. But no, costs rise while your pay 
Parents leave a video camera running in their as good.” (Braveheart) 

home. It records the baby sitter battering the child. The Scottish, Irish and the French fought the “En- 
does not. If you screw up and have kids then you are 

Who is at fault? The parents. They “invaded the glish rule of law” because it infringed upon their 
locked into the mold-you must feed your children. 

privacy” of the baby sitter. That is liberalism today. - freedom as humans. 
So to gain freedom one must give it up. Therefore, 

Armond [End quoting] Have things changed that much? Remember the 
it was never accorded to anyone to begin with. Except 

Falkland Islands war? 
the “lords*‘, they are free to continue grinding the rest 

of us. 
MOTEL 1600 Capitalism: To steal as much as you can to be We must make ourselves free. 

“rich”. So America did, indeed, learn from the En- 
Excerpted from glish. The very thing America rebelled against is what 

“They may take our lives, but they can never take 
our freedom.” 

4197, [quoting:] rules their every day life. The serfs work and the lords 
The White House released the names of 938 con- reap “where they do not sow”. 

It is just too bad we, good people, just give it up, 

tributors spent the night at the White House during It is not society that is “evil” but the motivations 
without a tight. [End quoting] 

Clinton’s first term. Send in SlOO,OOO to get on the list behind it. 
Sounds just like a lot ofpeople out there. But, when 

for Gore’s first term. [End quoting] 
The motivations behind our systems are you look at this Earth as being a classroom for many 

greed, that is what drives growth in our economies. 
The bottom line. 

levels of students and that as many as 2/3 of these are, 
for all practical purposes, soul-less, the picture changes. 

That one driving force is responsible for all the What better place could there be for the advanced 
conflicts we face all the time. People have needs and 
wants to fufill, every one of us. Why should it be such 

students and teachers to experience and help others. 

Excerpted from 

a a 

a struggle just to meet our most basic needs in such rich 

4/97, [quoting:] countries? 
The ones who are ready for freedom will be freed 

The anti-nuke crowd is busy trying to stop the U.S. If a person commits murder, one must ask, “What 
during this transition and the remainder will be placed 

from deploying the B6 1- 11, a nuclear bomb designed to is it that drove that person to such an extreme?” 
into other “classrooms” where they can continue until 

How they are ready for their grand transitions to freedom 
destroy underground command bunkers. It directs the often is it motivated by want7 Usually it is extreme and it won’t be accomplished with guns. 
force of its olast downward, destroying everything anger which is generated by the constant negativity 

that is poured at us. 
The B61 can be carried by the B-2 bomber and it It is obvious that when one commits a robbery that HUGE HOLE 
replaces the B35 nuclear bomb, which can’t be carried the person wants money. For whatever reason. 

by the B-2 and is less effective. Critics of the B6 1 say What causes a person to try drugs? Again, it is not 
we will anger Russia, which has extensive underground drugs that are evil but the motivation behind using I wonder what Russia would think if it were aware 

command posts and other facilities. These critics also them. 
say Libya will not like it. ‘They have a large under- 

of what HAARP’s doing’? Maybe they do know. 
What are the goals of our “Western society”? To 

ground chemical weapons plant. [End quoting] make the whole world “free”? Free for exploitation? 
Now-a-days you really have to burrow deep, but if 

From the INTERNET, 5/9/97, [quoting:] 
Do we even have goals as a society? 

the bomb doesn’t penetrate far enough, volcanos, earth- 
MOSCOW-A Russian newspaper reports a huge 

Everyone tells us to set goals but it is still “every 
quakes and the Photon Belt can still reach them so they 

ozone hole has developed over North Siberia stretching 
man for himself’ in our society. Is this right? Is it towards the North Pole. 

can die in their self-dug graves. moral? Oil companies still set our agendas. Free daily says Russian 
energy devices are suppressed, the media does not scientists estimate the size of the hole has now reached 
cover them, and generally nobody is aware of such a record 2,000 km in length and has taken ozone levels 
things because they are conditioned in their thinking. to a new low, matching the levels seen in Antarctica. 

From the INTERNET, 4/10/97, [quoting:] The governments are just ruthless rulers who care The hole has been holding over the area for two months 

Just what did our fathers and grandfathers tight nothing for the individuals in society, only how much and is becoming a major environmental concern. The 

for? Do we, their children, enjoy freedom7 tax they can pay. paper reports ozone levels have dropped by 40 percent 
We are free so long as we obey. That is, if we do as Drug dealers and prostitutes are “hated” because in the last month alone. 

we are told, then we are free. Just what is wrong with they pay no tax. The deaths caused by drugs hardly NASA has reportedly sent a plane to make high- 

that picture? compare to the deaths caused by the pursuit of the altitude measurements of ozone in the area. 
We are born. If we have nothing, then are we free? money it takes to buy the drugs. The loss in tax revenue Scientists believe the reason for the huge hole, the 

Free to do what is good, what we wish to do? for an individual who uses some drug is also an issue first this size in the Northern Hemisphere, is due to 
Capitalism is not freedom. It is based upon sin and which is quietly swept under the rug. unusually low temperatures in the Arctic this spring. 

thus, at its very root, is an evil social system. Money does not buy happiness. [End quoting] 
The more I hear about “TWA 800” the more I think What is the point of our world? Our societies have TIT-FOR-TAT?? 

that “America, land of the brave, home of the free” is an no goal other than to rule all under the tyrannical boot 
open Facist police state. Pursuit of happiness? Nope, of capitalism. The “haves” enjoying while the “have- 

pursuit of “rent”. Of course, if everyone is ruled by riots”” struggle to overcome their oppression. 
fear, how much different is it from the days of “castles” To gain “freedom” in today’s world is to give up From 4130197, [quoting:] 

containing land-barons and controlling the serfs on the your freedom, work at some job, be forced into the Nobel-winning scientist Daniel Gajdusek was or- 
dered Tuesday to serve 1.5 years in jail for sexually 
abusing a 15year-old boy he brought back from a 
research trip to Micronesia. Gajdusek pleaded guilty to 
two counts of child abuse in February. He began 
serving his sentence immediately Tuesday at the 
Frederick County Detention Center. Under a plea 
agreement, the judge suspended all but 18 months of a 
30-year sentence. Prosecutors said Gajdusek brought 
home 56 boys from research trips to the Pacific islands 
beginning in the 1960s. [End quoting] 

Every now and then the Elite have to show us they 
are “trying” to stop crime by 

Two of 

. - 

*$50. 
Opinions of the 

contributors are their own and do 

not necessarily reflect those of the 

staff or management. 
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From magazine, 6197, 
[quoting: J 

Buying your kids a computer to open their minds to 
the wonders of science and logic? Maybe you better buy 
a piano instead. A team of psychologists exploring the 
link between music and intelligence has found that 
piano instruction is far superior to computer instruc- 

From the INTERNET, 4/16/97, [quoting:] : ion in enhancing the kind of abstract reasoning skills 
My concerns are: a child will for excelling in math and science later 
(1) Canada will ratify these agreements this year. on. 
(2) The consequences are far more significant than In a two-year experiment, one group of preschoolers 

NAFTA. was given private piano and singing lessons and an- 
(3) The public is completely unaware of this. (What other got private computer lessons. The musically 

else is new?) trained kids scored 34 percent higher than the others on 
(4) We will have a Federal election in a few months tests measuring the higher brain functions critical in 

and there will be no way to stop or influence this science, math, and engineering. [End quoting] 
process after the election. (Sound familiar?) Take heed, parents. With training of the higher 

Using e-mail and www (Internet) I am slowly gath- brain functions the kids will be able to get the knowl- 

ering documents and a list of names/addresses. edge they need on their own and not have to be a w 
OECD web site, re: Multilateral Agreement on to teachers the rest of their lives. 

Investment; WTO web site, re: Multilateral Investment 
Agreement; Third World Network web site (Third World 
nations are very worried.) 

Please let me know if you are interested in this issue From P.O. Box 1479, Carmel, NY 
and I will send you a list of documents and sites. We 10512, [quoting:] 
need to find some way to get this on the public agenda In the first light of dawn I stood at the Reflecting 
before it is too late. Pool at the outer edge of the Vietnam Memorial in 

For more information: <vmenotti@igc.apc.org> Washington, D.C. I had driven all the way from 
(Victor Menotti) [End quoting] California to see it, but I couldn’t bring myself to take 

the final steps to the Wall. 
I had fought in Vietnam as an l%year-old and it 

FDR JOINS was there that I had started using drugs. One night I 
HONORED ELITE convinced my friend Gil to take my patrol duty while I 

went off to get high. Gil was killed that night. Back 
Memorial in Washington pays tribute home, after the war, I hopped from town to town and 

to the man and his time. jail to jail, tormented by guilt and unable to beat the 
Excerpted from S/3/97, addiction that had caused so much pain in my life. 

[quoting:] Now, 23 years later, I had come to find Gil’s name 
A new national memorial took its place Friday and confront the wreckage of my past. This could be ml 

beside those for Washington, Jefferson, and Lincoln. last chance to start life over. But I couldn’t approach 
In word and sculpture, it honors Franklin D. Roosevelt, the Wall. 

who calmed a shaken nation, led it to victory in war and Through the morning haze a man walked toward 
set in place a social system that still endures. me. He looked like an ordinary government worker ir 

“We honor the greatest president of this great a suit and tie. “Walk with me,” he said, and without 2 
American century,” said President Clinton, born after thought I did. Together we walked along the path 
Roosevelt’s death in 1945.... Then we stopped and the man held his hand over somt 

“He electrified the farms and hollows, but even names on Wall. “You’ll find him here,” he said. 
more important, he electrified the nation, instilling I looked up to where his hand had been, and therr 
confidence with every tilt of his head and of his among the 58,000 names cut into the black granite war 
laughter,” said Clinton. Gil’s. Staring at the spot, I knew that nothing I coulc 

“It was that faith in his own extraordinary potential do would ever erase my friend’s name from that Wall 
that enabled him to guide his country from a wheel- The only thing that could change was me. With God’! 
chair, and from that wheelchair...he lifted a great help, I could start today. 
people back to their feet and set America to march As the Sun broke over the Potomac, I turned to ml 
again toward its destiny.” [End quoting] guide, but he was gone. Today I would like to tell hin 

This man was one of the most evil men to ever rule how my life has changed. But first 1 would ask him hov 
a country. Talk about a Hitler-in many ways he was he knew where to look for that one name. -Mike 
even worse because he fooled a great nation over many Osuch, Charlotte, Arkansas [End quoting] 
years-even worse than Hitler. God knows our desires and needs, and how 

It was his actions that took us back into a deeDer 
depression when the country was emerging from &ie 
(fabricated) so that he could get far more damaging 
laws passed so the liberals could get us under their 
control and into the mess they have us in today-ready 

Did you ever think that smile might have been a 
cynical smile, just like Clinton’s-a smirk-laughing 
at us fools who bought and the treason- 
ous actions as fatherly love? 

Don’t you think Lincoln would like to have his 
memorial moved far, far away from the stench of that 
treasonous man, Roosevelt, who purposely started the 
war with Japan and Germany for pure greed and turned 
over much of our property and power to the Communists. 

We are still building monuments to our slave 

“You are now under the ULTIMATE 

AGAINST GOD AND 

3XPERIENCING THE GREAT 

‘LAGUE UPON MANKIND AS WILL BE 

‘ROJECTED UPON YOU THROUGH 

tECONSTRUCTION OF BIOLOGIC 

lNTITIES IN VIRUSES AND TAMPERED 

NFECTIOUS MICRO-ORGANISMS. 

“God offers HIS gifts in simple, natural 

&m-it is your choice as to what is done with 

hem when received. We push nothing, we coerce 

lot-certainly there is no force involved in 

ANYTHING we do or share.” 
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ter Dunblane. A guy called Martin Bryant went crazy 
with a gun in Port Arthur, Tasmania, and about a month 
before I arrived in New Zealand a few weeks ago, some- 
one there did the same. The solution has always been 
to disarm the population. My understanding of the situ- 
ation in Australia now is that, by September, the Aus- 
tralian population will be in effect disarmed. 

the way we can get out of it. And that is taking our the very thought of it. So these events are multidi- 
a power back which is why-1 was talking to someone mensional in terms of their effect. They offer prob- 

just at the break there-it is very, very important that lem, reaction, solution: to disarm the population. But 
the stuff about the manipulation also goes out with they also traumatize the population and make them 
spiritual information about how we take our power back more suggestible to other forms of mass manipulation. 

and who we really are. I feel that this is obviously not without the people in- 
And in the same way, it is very important that the volved knowing exactly what they are doing. One level 

stuff about the abductions of children and all this stuff of it is trauma-based mind control, and another level 
goes out with the big picture of who is responsible for of it is problem, reaction, solution. In the end, I think 

Well, if we want to go on for a bit, we it and to what end. Because if we just put the children we are looking at an agenda which includes some kind 
can mess around and take some more questions. I information out without the big picture, then we can of military intervention of some kind, some kind of 

thought I would say a few things first-where I’ve get a situation whereby the people 
been, things that I’ve come across. First of all, this who are abducting the children 
kind of book, it has quite an unusual cover on it [See then start offering the solutions 

. 
We are definitely looking at a global agenda un- 

folding because the same is happening in every coun- 
try. I talked earlier about mind control being “as above 
so below”. What the collective consciousness is being 
subjected to also in these events is trauma-based mind 
control. As it’s been shown, a mind in trauma is much 
easier to manipulate and it is much more suggestible. 
Now it is not only the Cathy O’Briens and people like 
that who have been through the trauma-based mind 
control-they have been through it in a very extreme 
individual way. Anyone like me, who picked up the 
newspaper and read about Dunblane and saw the pic- 
ture of the children’s classroom on the front page of 
all the newspapers, on some level went into trauma at 

box I Am Me, I Am to their problems, which is to 
Free]. The sticker comes off (laughter) because I microchip children to stop it hap- 
wanted to focus on some of the things I was talking pening. So it’s very, very impor- 
about earlier, which is not just that the world’s con- tant that all the time this big pic- 
trolled, but how it’s done. Basically how it’s done is ture keeps going out and we don’t 
turning 5 billion people into a herd instead of unique get pulled in to just one aspect of 
individuals. It occurred to me that the attitude that it, ‘cause in that way, actually 
we have for the physical body is a classic expression doing what we believe to be right, 
of conditioning, because in Sweden you don’t need a putting information out, can play 
sticker. In Britain you need a sticker to get it onto the into the hands of the people that 
shelves. At least in some parts of America I think they then want to offer solutions to the 
are going to need oxygen. Just keep taking deep problems we are exposing. 
breaths you will be fine in a minute, don’t worry about Like I said earlier, I found in 
it. every country I have been in simi- 

The only difference between those reactions is how lar things happening. I guess one 
infinite consciousness has been conditioned in those of them-and it links into mind 
countries in the years they have been alive. I remem- control-one of them is people 
ber going to the old city of Jerusalem once in 1993, going crazy with guns, and the so- 
and in the old city it is a small area within the city lution being offered is to disarm 
walls, but it is still broken up into four parts: there is the population. Now, there is no 
the Christian quarter, an Armenian quarter, a Jewish one that wants a world free of 
quarter, and an Arab quarter-I remember I was just weapons more than me, and I 
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down from that big Islamic mosque temple watching wouldn’t personally pull a trigger 
these little Moslem kids playing football (soccer they to save my life. I would tell you 
call it in America). As I was watching these little that straight up front because I 
kids-there were about 6 or 7, something like that-it don’t see the point in trying to 
occurred to me that by that age they already had con- meet violence with more violence. 
ditioned into them a certain view of themselves, a cer- I see it as pointless. However, 
tain view of “God”, a certain view of Jewish people. there are significant numbers of 
Had that consciousness become incarnate in the old people who would do that, and the 
city of Jerusalem, for example, literally five minutes people who wish to take control 
down the road, in the Jewish quarter, or Christian quar- know they would and, therefore, 
ter they would now have a very different view of life they wish those weapons to be 
themselves and Arab people. The only difference be- taken out of circulation to make 
tween that is the conditioning. the takeover basically trouble- 

It seems to me that, if you observe people, most free. And so around the world 
people, it is very hard to see any original thought mani- this is going on. 
fested as a view or an action that hasn’t actually origi- In the United Kingdom, in 
nated out there somewhere and come back out through Scotland, we had the famous ex- 
them as a conditioned response rather than a real ample of this in Dunblane, where 
thought. I think that in many ways, if we get too pulled the guy went into a children’s . ..$14.95 
into the three-dimensional information, which is very, gymnasium and blew a lot of kids 
very important, we can, if we lose the balance, we can away. The same has happened in 
get pulled out of the way we got into this situation and America within a short time af- 
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military intervention in each country, unless we wake I was sensible and I was really wanting to bring this every year. I rang Washington to try and get some fed- 
up. I just used the Australian example of how the thing about, I think Australia would be a very good place to era1 figures, and they told me no federal figures were 
fits together. put it. Certainly it is a very controlled country. available, they didn’t keep them. Tell you how many 

In official buildings, as I understand it, in Indone- Just finally on that point, about trauma-based mind cars went missing last year, but not children. 
sia, there are maps of Indonesia, the land that is control and on the collective consciousness, what I find Eventually I come across this missing-child line, 
claimed to be Indonesia. These maps, and I have seen here kind of interesting is that the mental profile of an 800 number across America, and I rang them, and 
a copy of them when I was in Australia, these maps the people that are doing this stuff is almost exactly they were very helpful. They confirmed there were no 
include the top third of Australia, which they put on the same. And secondly, these horrendous events with federal figures, but they said, “We will fax you the ad- 
their map of Indonesia. At the same time that these guns are invariably are taking place, not in downtown dress and number of all our branches in every state, 
maps have appeared, the Australian government has c .ties, which would have a lesser effect on the mind and they will keep the state figures.” Well, I was just 
announced that, if attacked from the north, it would because, “oh, well that’s a city”; they are taking place off to Australia so I didn’t have time to ring them all. 
not defend Australia above what it calls the Brisbane in small quiet communities like Dunblane. I have been But if anyone wants to do it for me, I would be very 
line, which is a line drawn across Australia just slightly to Dunblane. I mean, it is just a quiet community where grateful. I thought, I will check Colorado because, for 
above Brisbane. That is precisely where the Indone- if someone coughs it gets in the newspaper. Port a number of reasons, it was pretty obvious there were 
sians have drawn the line of what belongs to them. At Arthur, Tasmania, another small place; nothing ever some pretty black things going on in Colorado, not just 
the same time Indonesian people have been encouraged happens there, people feel safe. I think the mind-con- related to children, but I think Denver is becoming a 
to settle in northern Australia around Darwin and trol state of mind that was sought by these events was major center for this, for reasons that I might talk about 
places like that. At the same time the Indonesian army, summed up after the Australidevent, the Australia kill- in a minute which relate to Canada and stuff. I think 
while I was there in Australia not more than a month ings, by a front page headline in the it is good to get this stuff out. I came across it the 

ago, was on maneuvers in the very area with the Aus- which said: “Is Nowhere In The World Safe Anymore?” other week. Anyway, I rang the lady at the branch in 

tralian and American forces, the area they are claim- That is exactly the state of mind that we are being ma- Denver, and she told me, last year, 1996, 19,000 chil- 

ing is theirs. At the very same time, a guy called Mar- nipulated to take on because when anyone is in fear dren went missing in Colorado. Eleven thousand were 
tin Bryant goes crazy with a gun, and the solution to then they will demand that someone out there protects found, which to this point has left 8,000 children and 
that has been to, by September, disarm the Australian them from what they have been manipulated to fear, young people in Colorado gone missing in 1996, offi- 
population. and if they have been manipulated to fear guns, they cially reported, who have not been found. Now they 

So you put all these different things together, and - will press and press and press for the population to be are only the ones that hit the paperwork and the data- 
it doesn’t take a genius to see there is a pattern there. disarmed. bases. How many more go missing that never hit the 
I think this pattern is more obvious in Australia be- I think it is important that even people like me who official reports? So I said to this lady, “Is Colorado an 
cause what surprised me there is just how controlled it are very-1 have no desire to see weapons in existence unusual state?” She said, “No, it usually goes in 

is and how rapidly it is moving along the New World at all, but I think it is very important that, no matter America by population. If- you rang California, the 
Order agenda, particularly in the area of Victoria, what your personal belief, you look and ask the ques- number would be higher.” I said, “Was 1996 an un- 

Melbourne and all that part of Australia. They have tion, Ok, I would like to see no guns in circulation, usual year?” She said, “No.” 
got a Premier in there in Victoria called Jeff Kennit, but that includes the military as well, and it includes I said, “I haven’t got time to ring them all now, so 

and he is pushing this New World Order along very, the police as well, and it includes everybody. And no would it be reasonable, for a rule of thumb then, just 
very quickly in terms of its agenda. matter what my personal feelings are, if we are not to multiply 8,000 in Colorado by 50 states to get some 

I do feel that Australia could be very significant going to get duped, the question needs to be asked, idea of the kind of range we are looking at?” And she 
here because, if you want to create a center for some- “What is the motivation of those who are wishing to thought that would give a fair assessment of America. 
thing, a center for data control or a center for control take guns out of circulation now? Never mind what So you multiply 8,000 by 50 states and you see the fig- 
in general, then it’s clear they want an English speak- our feelings are about guns, what is the motivation of ure you get, and they are the ones that hit the paper- 
ing country. What better than an English speaking people who are seeking to do it now?” And the moti- work. So obviously not all those children and young 
country that has a relatively small population and is vation in the Australian example and endless others is people are going into Satanic ritual abuse, not all of 
literally thousands of miles away from the other En- pretty obvious. It is to disarm the population in prepa- them are going into hidden and government mind-con- 

glish speaking countries which would make it very dif- ration for a military takeover. trol operations. But, the number of children that go 
ficult for people in America to challenge anything that I think it is so interesting that you missing is so completely ridiculous that it is very clear, 
is coming out of Australia, the same with the people are talking about the child abuse thing because there when you take all the other evidence that is coming to 
in Europe. has been a major story dominating all the tabloid light, that tens and tens and tens of thousands of them 

1 do think that Australia is very, very important. newspapers, supermarket tabloids, in the United States do. I do feel myself instinctively that the Jon Benet 

There are people there, particularly a former civil ser- for going on three months now, about a little 7-year- case is certainly part of this. 
vant called Sawyer who has identified a number of old girl, Jon Benet. Could you comment on what you I talked earlie: about how I thought the veil was 
strange things going on with telephone exchanges be- see behind that? lifting. I don’t think anything in human form can stop 

ing built that are far, far bigger than Australia ever Yes, I could. I will tell you a story about it lifting. This is a done deal, this transformation of 
needs. He has identified that it is actually a massive all this. I started to gather information the last time I planet Earth. This question is, and it’s down to us, 

computer center quite capable of being the center of was here from witnesses that appeared very strongly to how bumpy is the transition going to be’? I think that, 
the global computer mind-control network. I guess if be trustworthy, that there was at least a major Satanic when you look at the way the veil is lifting, that things 

child ring and drug- are now coming to light like the Jon Benet case and 
running ring in like the Bush stuff and many others, where the chinks 
Colorado, based par- of light are beginning to appear in this suppression. I 
titularly in Denver don’t think the Jon Benet case will go away. I don’t 
and B.oulder. So think Oklahoma will go away. I don’t think any of 
when I heard, back these things will go away because I think one thing 
in England, this that they have done -there are two things that people 
story came on the of that mindset cannot understand or relate to or cope 
news about Jon with: that is, people who are in integrity, and people 
Benet in Boulder, who are not in fear. I think, over a period of time, 
Colorado, my an- they have had such a clear field to run the world as 
tenna immediately they wished that they have gotten lazy and they have 
sort of started shoot- gotten sloppy. And at the time they are getting sloppy, 
ing upwards. When more and more people are waking up. I think a num- 
I came back over ber of these things are actually going to be ways this 
here, I was on my gets into the public arena. Of course, with the Jon 
way out to Australia, Benet thing, if pedophilia is as rampant staggeringly 
and I spent a week in as it appears to be-1 mean, what better than to have 
California doing re- children in that sort of beauty contest circuit? It is 
search, just before I obvious that that would be used, indeed, perhaps, even 
left for Australia, I set up from the start by the mindset that we are talking 
thought, well let’s about. I do think it is involved. 
start and see how you see that particular case as a 
many children go chink in the armor and not a part of the cover-up? 
missing in America I think the Jon Benet story is clearly, at 



the moment, being covered up. I don’t think you can 
go on covering up things when infor,mation is coming 
out, when information is coming out increasingly at 
the rate it is. I think they have made a really big mis- 
take, for instance, over Oklahoma, because that is not 
going to go away. It doesn’t matter, to an extent, what 
that court decides. It is obviously a stitch-up anyway. 
That story is not going to go away, because it’s too 
ludicrous. I do feel myself that there is an anxiety now 
among the controlling Elite to push this on quicker, 
quicker, quicker. And that will manifest, to an extent, 
in seeking to discredit even more urgently those who 
are putting this stuff out. Because there is a point 
where they are trying to get this installed before the 
awakening, which they demonstrably know is going on, 
reaches critical mass. Once it reaches critical mass, 
and I don’t think we are far from it, this agenda is in 
desperate trouble. I do feel an anxiety to push it on 
and push it on and push it on. I think some of their 

time scales are getting behind. Everyone that stands 
up and speaks out is pushing their time scale behind a 
little bit more. So I can see some major mistakes be- 
ing made. I think they have already been made and 
will have prove to have been so. 

David, if you agree that there is a 
mind some place that is running this New World Or- 
der, a centralized power, what do you see the common 
man has as his power to overcome this uncollected7 
These guys are working on a single thought, a single 
mind idea. How is the million-points-of-light out here 
that you are awakening, how are they going to collec- 
tively bring it all together and overcome this power? 

Well, in the end, it is like I talked about 
before the pudding [break]. Once we access who we 
are and start to manifest that vision, that power, that 
focus and that fearlessness in our everyday lives, we 
will naturally do the things that will bring an end to 
this. What they have worked to do, and this is what 
mind control is in the end, is to delink us from that 
level of our multidimensional self. It is interesting 
when you talk to people like Cathy O’Brien, one of 
the things that they so often say is, “No matter what 
they did to us, they could not get to our spiritual core.” 
Because the spiritual core, pure love, soul, is so far 
out-of-this-world vibrationally, they can’t touch it. 
What they can do is delink us from it if we allow it to 
happen. Then we become a fragment of conscious- 
ness. It is interesting, wherever you look, you see, 
“as above so below.” 

I am sure people here know all about multiple 
personality disorder and stuff like that after what 

has been printing. Multiple personality 
disorder is basically breaking up the mind that operates 
through the physical body into compartments that are 

unaware of the other’s existence. In a way what we 
are looking at in the collective consciousness and our 
own higher consciousness is that we have been 
compartmentalized in the same way, so that our 
consciousness here, looking through the eyes, 
hearing through the ears has become delinked, 
compartmentalized from its higher dimensional self. 
So, in a way, almost every person in the world is a 
multiple in that sense. Once you kind of break down 
those barriers, and they are basically emotional 
barriers, you relink with multidimensional self 
then in the same way that Cathy O’Brien’s mind 

whole as the compartments were removed, so 
we become multidimensionally whole when we remove 
our own oompartments, this egg shell I talk about. At 
that point we are accessing a power well beyond a 
knowledge, an understanding, a wisdom, well beyond 
anything that has been manipulated in the world, 
because you can’t get out there vibrationally unless your 
heart is open. And if your heart’s open, then you don’t 
abuse children and you don’t manipulate countries into 
world wars in this century. I think it is very important 
that we keep in our mind the fact that the real power is 
with the mass of the human race, and not with this 
handful of people who have manipulated us. It is the 

knowledge of the mind, and consciousness that has been 
passed over for thousands of years through the higher 
levels of the mystery schools and the secret society 
networks which has allowed a situation in which the 
few get hold of the knowledge of the nature of 
consciousness and stuff and therefore use it on us to 
manipulate, while using inquisitions and ridicule and 

stuff like that to keep that knowledge out of the public 
domain, where we can use it for positive reasons, 
because knowledge is not good or bad: it just is. 

It sounds David, where 
can I go to get those children out of that hole? Where 
can I go for support? 

know that. 
I know that but I can’t go to the 

police, I can’t go to my government, I can’t go to a 
lawyer. Who can I go to? 

You can go to some lawyers. The point is 
where can I go to? I can’t go to the police, I can’t go 
to a lawyer, I can’t go to a politician about this, so 
what am I doing? I’m going around, bypassing that, 

going direct to people who can make a difference, which 
is all of us. If you go via the established structure, 
then you are just wasting your time because that is there 
to stop, not to put this out. Then go direct to people, 
put it out, tell them about it. 

Maybe I am belaboring the point, 
David, but where do all these thousands of people go 
to make the change? 

Only they know that. If you are looking 
to me to say what I think you should do, you are giving 
your power away to me. You know! It’s accessing that: 
somewhere in you, you have an intuition which says, 
“If you want to do this, this is where you need to go.” 
I don’t know where you need to go. You know where 
you need to go. That is why I am simply not going to 
get into, at any time, with saying this is what people 
should do in terms of action, because I’m then just 
doing what I’m challenging which is telling people 
what is right for them. I know what is right for me. I 
know what I’m trying to do to highlight this. I’m not 
even going to begin to tell you what I think you should 
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do or even what you could do. You know that. AC- gets snowed in with cloned sheep. back to what happened to and others. If 
cessing it is your responsibility, not mine. Well, I will tell you a funny story. You you weren’t making a difference, they wouldn’t even 

So you think one person can change know these guys that came with the cameras to CON- bother with you. I found it interesting: I have been in 

it all? and stuff. One thing I think that we might re- Denmark about three times now, and none of this is 
Well, one person can change it all. I re- member is that the media is not knowingly manipulat- going out in Denmark.’ They asked me in from En- 

member, in the very early part of my awakening I ing, in the vast majority of cases. There are publish- gland because no one else is doing it in Denmark. It is 

bumped into a psychic when I was still a television ers that are knowingly manipulating, there are editors amazing in a country of five million people how you 

presenter. She started giving me this information that are knowingly‘ manipulating, there are key writ- can get things around pretty quick. I was talking the 
which was kind of blowing me away because this was ers, key correspondents. But most journalists-and I last time I went about their main newspaper.* It’s called 
all new to me at the time. She was telling me that I have been one-are some of the most uninformed, ma- and it’s edited by a Bildeberger. Someone 
was going to go out on a global scale and talk about all nipulated people you will ever meet in your life. We sent me recently a whole page article in talk- 
this stuff, and I [would be] facing opposition, but they have this saying in Britain which goes, “You can not ing about these people with theories of global con- 
would always be there to protect me,.and all this stuff. bribe or twist the great British journalist, but seeing spiracy and all this stuff. “Don’t listen, it is all non- 
I was thinking, “What?” One of the things she said, what they will do unbribed there is no reason to.” sense, basically please don’t listen.” I have picked up 
funny enough, was and I will never forget it-one man I will tell you a funny story. When I was talking on an aircraft recently, I think it was (could 
cannot change the world, but one man can communi- down in Los Angeles about a week ago, I talked twice have been but I think it was and they 
cate the message that can change the world. So one in Los Angeles on different nights, and after the sec- had a page article about conspiracy theories; “Don’t 
man can, but there is no need for one man to do it ond one this guy came up to me with an English ac- believe it”. They don’t waste that newsprint and that 
because we are all that one man and we are all that cent, and he said, “Can I have a word with you?” I space unless they think it is necessary. So we are turn- 

one woman. It is just a choice. said, “OK.” He said, “I am from the Obsenter,” which ing the corner here, and we need to keep focused on 
Sir, regarding your comment about is a broadsheet Sunday newspaper in Britain. And we that. 

the future resting with the vast majority of people who are having this conversation and it’s, like-talk about I mean, you talk about cloning. Well two can play 
sense what is right versus the tiny fragment that’s, not up to speed-at one point, and it was ever so funny, at that game. When I was up in Canada last autumn, I 
through our inaction, attained control of the planet. and I mentioned about Bush and his drug running- spoke in Vancouver, and they recorded the talk and they 
An interesting idea that Commander Hatonn has dis- this is a journalist on a Sunday newspaper in Britain, networked it around Canada and it had a really sig- 
cussed and alluded to is that there has been such a not a tabloid, a “serious” one (the difference between nificant effect. When I went back to Vancouver this 
massive program of cloning going on for so many de- tabloids and the serious ones is the serious ones use time, everything had upped a lot of gears. I spoke to 
cades that something on the order of two/thirds or bigger sheets of paper and longer sentences, and their 650 people in two nights in Canada. They are really 
maybe three/quarters of the physical beings walking nose is slightly higher in the air) so this guy says at beginning to open up there. The reason I am telling 
around on the planet could be called, to one degree or one point, he said, “Bush was running drugs?” I said, you that story is that the guy who put the meeting on. 
another, soulless. I wonder if that idea has come your “Yeah!” He said, “What, when he was President?” I when I met him, when I arrived this time, he said to 
way and how you would respond to that? It makes the said, “Welcome to the world as it really is, I hope you me, “Which one are you then?” I said, “What do you 
job all the harder, I guess would be another way of say- will be very happy here.” mean?” He said, “Which David Icke are you? Well a 
ing it. So, most journalists are just naive. There is a corn- guy who is a conspiracy buff in Vancouver had heard 

Well, first of all, if you take what appears bination which I find is incredibly manipulable and the tape you did in Vancouver and then got hold of a 
to be the case, that secret technology and development that’s naivete and arrogance: the naivete that you will tape you did in Los Angeles you did in the fall as weIl., 
is anything, thirty, forty, fifty years and more ahead of accept the stuff and not question it, and the arrogance and he is putting it around that they are not the same 
what is in the public arena, then if they are admitting to think that, of course, since you are a journalist, if it people.” 
to cloning sheep in the public arena, then they have was going on, you would know about it. 11, the guy putting in the meeting in Vancouver 
clearly been cloning people for a very long time. It is So, what was the question again, I’m miles away was told, “The real one spoke in Los Angeles; you are 
kind of funny, almost, in the papers: “Oh well, they now. Oh, cloning. Yeah, so I think that cloning is getting the clone. You have been ripped off.” So when 
might be doing people in three or four years.” Funny, definitely a reality. It is ridiculous now that sheep stuff you look at my schedule, you will see that I am talking 
isn’t it? is in the public arena. I guess to an extent it makes in Denmark, Britain, Australia and Canada and the 

Well Domino’s has them doing sheep things harder, but, I mean, we can go on piling things United States all on the same night. 
at the sound of a button with a pizza on top, because on top of things about how hard it is. I think ,actually, Actually, I think it is worthy of talking about this 

they are so excited about having done it once, the guy we are starting to turn the corner here. Again it comes Canadian stuff. I don’t want you to come across it. It 
relates very much to the United States and the big pic- 
ture. When I was up in Canada the last time, I started 
to realize that ther: was a major operation going on up 
there to absorb Canada into the United States by 2005. 
This time I stayed with the guy and his wife who are at 
the forefront of exposing this. The man is called Glen 
Keeley, and what happened to him was that he was in- 

Here is the one radio every prepared citizen volved in putting together a big property deal some 

must have. A revolutionary hand crank years ago; it was a big complex. Then he got a call 

generator powers the radio for 30 minutes from a government minister who wanted a clandestine 

from only 20 seconds of winding! Needs no 
meeting with him one morning. Basically, the conver- 

batteries, you are guaranteed Shortwave, 
sation went along the lines of, “This is a big project; it 

AM and FM reception no matter what! This 
would be a shame if something went wrong with it, 

radio does not require electricity or batteries 
wouldn’t it? I mean, you need the government behind 

but instead runs all functions on one 20 
you, don’t you?” The line was basically, “If you’d like 
that to happen, then put 5% on top of your cost and I 

second winding. Award winning design has easy flip out crank, will tell you where to send the money.” So this guy, 

rugged ABS plastic case, large high quality speaker, antennas for Glen Keeley-seems a very straight guy-immediately 

both shortwave and AM/FM reception, easy to view frequency dropped the project, got out of it, and spent one thou- 

tuner, optional jacks and-much more. Weight 6 3/4 Ibs. size 16”L x 
sand days on Parliament Hill. in Ottawa protesting, day 

12”H x 8”D, warranty. This radio has won praise, endorsements, 
after day after day, shouting profusely at Brian 

and awards from all over the world, and has proved itself worthy in 
aclaplrc in iiu long Mulroney the prime minister, asking him how many 

some of the remotest points on the planet. And. if all this were nul 
five percents he had taken that day. 

We talk about “Can one man make a difference?” 
reason enough, this radio is good looking too; so enjoy it in your 

kl.l.oct 
He was telling me that, at the early part of that stand, 

home-but make no mistake, your radio is built for the most rugged 
sllorlr~;r\‘c ;Iiltcnll;i. 

IiCNlSl R,XY)llillil 01 fhr Li\Vily 

he was being laughed at and ridiculed. But by the end 

or remote circumstances and emergencies. of it, people in the government were giving him docu- 
sl;llioiis. Ortlcr 1K’Oli.. $2 I .SO ments. And then, synchronicity happens, because the 

team is coming together now big time. She came across 
him, a lady named Shelly Ann Clark. 

Send checks / Shelly Ann Clark was born into a wealthy diplo- 
money orders to matic Canadian family, and went to work for the Ca- 

nadian foreign offree, and came into a significant po- 



sition. At one point, she was special assistant to a guy into account, by now in the sequence, Quebec is no and it certainly fits with a lot of other stuff. 
named Germane Dennis. He was one of the negotia- longer in the Union. And it’s also planned for It’s not just, you know, whether it’s going to hap- 
tors of the Free Trade Agreement with the United Ontario-which is already the 51st state of the United pen or not, I’m talking about what they’re planning. 
States. She was called out a number of times in the States, in truth-to start focusing down towards the About ten or fifteen weeks ago CON- 
middle of the night between 12 and 4 o’clock, and she United States in terms of where it looks for its focus. printed the last report by Serge Monast that ex- 
was told to do two things; first of all, shred documents And the Canadian people will be offered the choice, if posed Project Blue Beam, that’s probably the report he 
which showed what had really been agreed at a federal that’s the word, between a completely bankrupt, cha- was killed for, and it exposed a very similar story to 
level between Canada and America, and to produce a otic country, or economic stability being returned by what you just told, involving Saint James Bay. But, 
new version of the Free Trade Agreement which the being absorbed into the United States. The land that with a hydroelectric twist, involving a planned power 
provinces of Canada would see. For instance, if Canada is necessary to build this canal is already being bought outage to nineteen Eastern and Midwestern States in 
was giving up 40% of something in the agreement, the up, and much of it already owned, by key Illuminati the United States and an armed uprising by the Cree 
doctored document for the provinces said they were families like the Bronfmans, who have been buying it Indians. And a much shorter time-line, and I think 
giving up lo%, and so on. So they didn’t know what up over a long period of time. you’d find that very interesting information. And one 
they were agreeing to. During these clandestine op- Also, at the moment, there is another scam going of the most interesting little snippets-buried deep 
erations in the middle of the night, Shelly Ann Clark- on in which there’s a lot of talk about Indian commu- down in the story, which wasn’t more than six or eight 
this is in the ‘8Os, now-also saw what she called a nities having rights to land, historically, which is cur- pages- he also exposed the idea that, of course, the 
bio-rhythm chart which was the sequence of events rently owned by White Canadians. What is going on technological innovations, like this cloning business, 
through the ’80s up to 2005 which would lead to here, it app.ears, is that something I also think that we are metered out to the public by the Illuminati. And 
Canada being absorbed into the United States. One of need to get focused on, especially in the New Age, he actually portrayed a picture of sort of an inverse 

these-and it was scheduled back in the ’80s for 1995- where if you are a Native person, you must by defini- spiritual realm of dark energies communicating through 
was the pulling out of the union by Quebec. It even tion be enlightened. Native person, a Black person, sort of negative mediums, if you will. The nine areas 
named, back in the ’80s in this chart, the premier, the a Chinese person, a White person is consciousness in- of technology are controlling the scientific and tech- 
man who would be premier of Quebec at this time now, carnate, full stop. Their state of being has no rela- nological futures. Very interesting story. 
and his name was Lucien Bouchard(?) and that is who tionship whatsoever with their physical body. And, so I couldn’t agree more. I’ve thought that 
is premier now. They got a little behind in the time as some of the Canadian Indians, who interacted with myself for a long time. I think he was absolutely right. 
scale because in 1995, right on the button, they or- Glen Keeley, have said, “You think you have corrup- And I think what you’ve said about the shorter time- 
chestrated a referendum which failed by a small ma- tion in the White community-it’s no different in ours.” scale thing, I also feel a lot of sympathy with-there 
jority. And I think that what is planned is for great chunks are long cycles and then there’s the bits in between, as 

The last time I was in I saw an article in, of land, which just happened to be exactly what is re- well. And something that I think fits in with what 

anything like a free newspaper left, called the quired for the canal project, will be handed over to the you’ve said there, is in Ontario there is a big power 
which was looking at the way Lucien Bouchard(?) Canadian Indians, to that part of them that are not fo- company called Ontario Hydro, which is actually 

was making life difficult and unpleasant for English cused on the spiritual side of life. And they will then headed by the same kind of people. There’s a guy called 
speakers in Quebec and they were leaving Quebec in sell it on to the international bankers. So, what’s the Maury Strong who has massively manipulated the en- 
droves. What the guy’s doing, of course, is exporting other reason for this, because I mean this is intellec- vironmental movement who is involved there and it 

the majority so when they go the next time, they will tual geniuses that we are talking about, therefore there’s would appear that at the Bilderberg meeting 
get it. in this bio-rhythm chart-incidentally, Shelly never one reason it’s just going to get Canada into the Kingscity, Toronto, in 1996, June 1996, hosted by 
Ann Clark is now married to Glen Keeley and I stayed Union. The plan that Keeley started to identify-and Conrad Black who owns 52% of newspapers in Canada, 
with both of them in Canada this time-the scam to I think he’s absolutely right, because the stuff that I’ve or at least he does on behalf of British Intelligence, 
get Canada into the union (and for something else very come across and people in this room will have come anyway. On the agenda of that Bilderberg meeting was 
important that I will talk about in a second) was some- across fits into this also-is to use that water, when both the removal of Quebec from the Union and the 
thing called the Grand Canal Project. It is to dam it’s on flow to turn the-Midwest of the United States manipulation of Ontario Hydro. So, definitely, what 
James Bay in the north of Canada and to redirect the into one of the greatest, if not the greatest, centers for you say and I think what Keeley says does interrelate 
fresh water flow down into the United States. It is a food production in the world, while at the same time and is part of the same big picture, absolutely. 
massive operation that will cost hundreds of billions destroying other areas of food production, elsewhere David, when you say bio-rhythm, 
of dollars. The idea is to sell to the Canadian people- on the planet. To the point where what the United do you mean they’re using the bio-rhythm aspect, or 

because, of course, NAFTA is dismantling Canada’s States-not the United States, what the hidden hand they’re just laying down a schedule? 
economy -it is to sell to the Canadian people the idea working through the United States-chooses to do with David: Well, I’m just using Shelly Ann Clark’s 
that, if this is done, they will be able to sell water, the food produced in the Midwest will, every year, be description, as she said what she saw was just like a 
which they have in fantastic abundance in Canada, to the balance about how many people eat and how many bio-rhythm chart. But I think that’s an interesting point 
the United States, particularly to the Midwest, which people don’t. because this knowledge that’s been passed on through 
will mean there will be no more dust bowls or any- Part of Colorado just goes into this area that Keeley initiation is the very knowledge that’s beginning to 
thing like that because there will be a permanent, con- has mapped out for this great flow of water and there- reemerge in our part of the pyramid. And I think 
stant flow of fresh water. And in doing that, they will fore this tremendous fertile area that it will become. there’s absolutely no question that they understand 
be able to have a very, very large check from the United And just off the edge of it is Denver, which is increas- about the flows of energy, they understand about the 
States for selling them that water. ingly becoming the focus of so much. I was talking to power of astrological energies, the power of numbers, 

The idea is to underestimate the cost. Oh, someone the other night who had worked for the Fed- the power of names, and the power of doing something 
another thing that would be offered, of course, is that era1 Government about this and he was saying “My when the energy flow gives that something the best 
at a time when jobs are getting scarcer because of wages used to be paid from Washington, now they chance of success. And I don’t think it’s any accident 

NAFTA this project will create hundreds of thousands started being paid from Denver.” And things are mov- whatsoever, although it’s tried to be explained in other 
of jobs and more for Canadian pe,ople. And if you’re ing there. It’s no accident that the McVeigh trial has ways, that Waco happened on April 19th, and Okla- 
without a job that’s another incentive to say yes to this gone there. And I do think that all these things are homa happened on April 19th, and I understand that 
stuff. The idea then, and this is from the bio-rhythm connected. The good thing about this is that although even the first shot was fired that started the American 
chart back in the eighties, is to under price, very sig- they’re looking to-and, of course, it’s the food cartel War of Independence was on April 19th. It’s a number 
nificantly, the cost of the project. To borrow the money owned by the same people, like Archer Danliels Mid- that keeps coming up and so they’re certainly working 
from the international bankers to fund it and then, be- land and stuff, but it’s behind this part of the scam of with these energies because, like I said before, knowl- 
fore it’s finished and before any money is coming in having control of whether people eat or not. I think edge is neutral. You can use it or abuse it. The very 

from the project, it runs out of money. Big time, runs 2005 was on the bio-rhythm chart; maybe that’s gone same knowledge that we’re trying to use positively, they 
out of money. The idea then is for whoever’s Premier forward now because they just missed the referendum use for negative reasons. It’s the same knowledge; so 
at the time, and I’m sure they know who that will be result they wanted in Quebec but certainly in the early not only the date, but the place on the planet, when 
already, is to have crisis meetings with the interna- part of the next century it is, to a certain extent, fea- you go for an astrological reading with a good astrolo- 
tional bankers. Who will say to them, “We can’t lend sible to play the first side of this, which is bankrupt- ger, who’s coming from the scientific base of it, they 
you any more money, because we’re not sure of getting ing Canada. ask you for your birth date, and also your birth place. 
it back. Therefore there’s nothing we can do because But there’s people I’ve talked to, up there, about So, when an agreement is signed, it’s signed in the 
you cannot guarantee repaying it. You’ve fallen on the civil engineering nature of this project. You’re right place on the planet, from an energy point of view, 
this.” And they will say, “There is only one way that talking twenty years and more before that flow of wa- on the right date and, no doubt, they go into such de- 

you will be able to finish the project and .start to get ter can bring about the food scam that they’re plan- tail that even the right people are signing it at the right 

this money in and that is to have the United States ning, and my feeling is that anything that takes twenty time. So, this flow of energy is with whatever they 

guarantee the further hundred billion (or whatever it years to bring into existence, ain’t going to make it. want to bring about, that’s for sure. 

is),, loan thatfs,nece,ssaary to finish this, project,.‘: Take But, that’s the, sort of stuff that I got up, there in Canada ., [To, be conti,nued.]! . _ , 
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south, which means the earlier-developed and the later- 
developed provinces. These contradictions are intensi- 
fjring continually. 

Although China is economically in a booming situ- 
ation, in culture, in morality, in education, it’s degen- 
erating very seriously, so that we need an advanced 
theory, as Mr. LaRouche has proposed it, the 
megasystem, with the economy management theory. 
We need such a weapon to make China another new 
Renaissance, so that China can get rid of all these 
problems. It can be compared as after the 1890, many 
advanced theories were introduced into China, like 
Marxism-Leninism. which helned China to get rid of 

nizations who are really doing penetrating research on the imperialism. But their disadvantages have already 
China, in order to save China from collapse, politically been proven, so that in this stage, what we need is only 
or economically. I therefore represent my organization Mr. LaRouche’s theory, which is the most useful for 
and my friends in expressing our heartfelt gratitude to Chinese development. Thanks. 
Schiller Institute. I think that the speaker 

However, here I must put forward some very serious has touched upon matters which are of fundamental, 
problems, for consideration. During recent years, the strategic significance, and has cited the China case, 
Chinese economy has been booming fast. The exports which is an exemplification of the nature of the prob- 
and imports have augmented a lot. The infrastructure lems we face today. 
construction goes very quickly. The most conspicuous Look at China, first of all. And, before looking at 

is that while the world economy was universally de- China, look at China’s enemy. The enemy of us all. 

pressive-many countries even rushed down very The British Imperial Commonwealth, which is the 

From 4114197, [quoting:] 

a 

16, a 

My 
name is Chao Ping Lee. I es- 
caped from Tiananmen Square 
during the June 4th Movement 
(1989) in Beijing, among sev- 
eral leaders. When the massa- 
cre occurred, I was the Work- 
ers’ Union Commander, and 
so I, with my naked eyes, I saw 
all the process of massacre. 
After the June 4th Movement 
of Beijing, in order to escape 
the chase of the Chinese Com- 
munist Party, I took refuge in 
the United States. Afterwards, 
I myself, and the other friends, 
who took refuge abroad-they 
are the leaders of the workers’ 
organization-we organized 
the Chinese Workers Autono- 
mous Union. I was elected the 
chairman. For several years, 
we have done a lot to push 
forward China’s democracy, 
strive for the basic autonomy, 
human rights, the right to 
work, the welfare of the work- 
ing class. We have devoted a 
lot of time and energy. 

., 1  - 

quickly-the GNP of China increased at a fixed rate, no declared enemy of China, which is the complexity 
.which we face in 
many countries. For 
example, in the 
United States, we 
have many evils. We 
try to fight them. 
But we don’t let the 
British Common- 
wealth intervene to 
organize to fight 
against the evils. 
We don’t even let 
academics who 
think like Brits in- 
tervene in our do- 

mestic affairs, if we 
can prevent it. 

For these years, I myself, 
and my friends, all our efforts 
(have been) made in order to 
accelerate the coming of lib- 
erty and democracy to China; 
our motherland. In order that 
the billions of Chinese popu- 

And the prob- 
lem is, that China is 
in a state of war, 
imposed upon it by 
an agent enemy of 
China, called the 
British Empire, 
something which 
China, collectively, 
remembers very well 
from the last cen- 
tury. So therefore, 
simplistic reactions 
to problems are not 
appropriate. We 

lation can breathe as freely, liberal air as the American less than 11%; that’s conspicuous. have friends from Ukraine and Russia, here today, and 

does. We devoted our time and youth. Many friends On the other hand, because of the one-party dicta- others, who could tell you the same thing. We have in 

returned back to China, to do the underground-secret torship of the Chinese Communist Party, democracy every one of our countries, we have crises. We have 
work. And they were arrested again, and put into and freedom have been suppressed. In order to main- great injustices. But we live under the hammer of the 

prison again. tain this dictatorship, to perpetuate this dictatorship, threat of the extermination of our nations. And there- 
the Chinese communists were taking another step cru- fore we conduct our internal struggles of our nations in 

elly suppressing the pro-democratic persons. So that, a way not to place the existence of our nation and its 

in the whole of China, there are many problems which purpose in jeopardy. And this is the problem, as the 
we are worrying about. The first major problem is, the speaker has said, in respect to China. 

The friends from Schiller Institute, have been giv- intensification of ethnic contradictions, which mani- What has happened is, that China has historic 

ing us lots of help, to give us the weapons of ideology fests itself in the Taiwan problem, the Tibet problem, problems. China is the oldest living civilization on this 
and philosophy to accelerate the pro-democratic move- and the Singkiang problem. planet: 5,000 years. There’s no part of this planet 

ment of China. For many years, we have contacted The second problem, is the intensification of the which has a culture, except China, which is 5,000 years 

many political parties, organizations; after a compari- economic contradiction, which results in the non-equi- old. And in 5,000 years, China has picked up a number 

son, we deeply feel that there are very few who really librium, or imbalance, of the regional economy and of internal contradictions, as they say, which are also 

put Chinese problems on their international agenda, as politics. And mainly the contradiction between the part of their history, as all of our cultures have. 

Schiller Institute does. There are~onlyvery few ‘orga- eastern coast and the -hinterland; the north and the In the United States, we have a divided culture. We 
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You know what the British Privy Council is? You 
should know your enemy. Every leader, every minister 
of a Commo;twealth country, except those that re- 
volted, is a member of the British Commonwealth. The 
British Commonwealth governs every Commonwealth 
country, directly, by dictatorship. Every minister of a 
Commonwealth country which has not resisted-as 
Sudan has resisted, or Nigeria, in a sense, has re- 
sisted-is an agent of the British monarchy. Every 

elected official of government, of every Commonwealth 
country, is an agent of the British Empire. 

Now, you look at China from that standpoint. 
What’s going on out of Hong Kong? Who’s running the 
Japan operation against China? The same Britain that 
ran the two Sino-Japanese wars, 1894 and 1930 on- 
wards. Who is deploying the opposition in Taiwan, 
which is trying to create a conflict between Taiwan and 
mainland China? British agents! Including some very 
highly placed; all in the name of ethnic issues. 

Who is trying to destroy Indonesia? Who is de- 

An Update From 

Ray Renick 
S/12/97 RAY RENICK 
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have a legacy of racism and slavery in the United stroying Thailand? Who is insisting every morning on Nigeria and Sudan, are under direct control of the 
States, which is unique among decent nations, and we destroying Myanmar, which is on China’s flank? Who Empire, even though there are forces which have patri- 

have to fight that issue. have otically resisted it. India has resisted it. 

skins, who are among the best slave herders, who tell It’s the largest force on this planet and they’re out 

Black people they are inferior, and they should go get China, in a important to destroy China, and thus, what we must recognize, is 

their own inferior culture, and not try to deal with we must further the elimination of the enemy, so that 
White superior cultures. we may go about the business which we should have 

We have these problems. gone about at the end of World War II, if Roosevelt had 

But the key thing to remember, is that China is ? lived, instead of being succeeded by Truman. 

The British are out to destroy it. By British [enhancement We must proceed to defeat the enemy, while ad- 

Bmpire, I mean the following: I mean a ruling group of And we are fools, many of us. We refuse to recog- vancing honest principles, respecting the problems in 

people, who are of the Venetian type, financierioli- nize we don’t have a enemy, only, on this each of our owncountries, and among nations, resolv- 

garchs, who run a thing called the British Empire, or planet. We have a very real enemy. That enemy is the ing that upon the success in defeating the enemy, we 
the extended British Empire, as a result of British British Empire, which is represented by the monarchy, will then have the circumstances to clean up a lot of 
participation, on the victorious side, in various wars which is evil. If you don’t believe it-they don’t even problems, inside our countries. [End quoting] 
over the past 200 years, almost 300 years. The British know how to breed straight. And the British Privy 

are ruled by a chosen monarchy, which was an elected Council, which runs the Republic of South Africa, Empire 

monarchy, an elected, hereditary monarchy, the House which runs Museveni, which controls and runs, actu- 

of Welf, of Orange-Welf. It is ruled not by a ally, a non-Commonwealth country, Eritrea. Non-Com- up the that the U.S. 

ment. It is ruled by a monwealth Ethiopia is controlled by the British Em- has no real friends, even though the 

pire. Every Commonwealth country in Africa, except the U.S. 

_ 

202. 

202. 
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Major Oil Companies’ 
ecology groups, they will see that in 1987 I spelled out 
the reasons for the seeming contradiction of how the 
ecology movement could be supported by the majors in 
the petroleum industry. For decades the major con- 
tributors and supporters of the so-called ecology move- 
ment, received large sums of money from ARCO, 
EXXON, B.P., MOBIL, SHELL, and the answer to the 
puzzle is provided in “Environmentalism: The Second 

I explained that the major oil companies wanted the 
Audacious Daylight Robbery Civil WarHasBegun”, ythree-part work. ’ 

National Reserve lands much of which held huge 
reserves of oil, kept free of “outsiders” so that when the 
time came, they would be able to move in and take 
possession of the oil reserves beneath the national 
parks lands at bargain prices. As far as national 
wildlife reserves in Alaska are concerned, that day 
arrived in 1996. The hypocritical oil majors cared little 

or nothing about the ecology or protecting the wildlife 

challenged me to write my comment on her program that other jewel in the crown of Committee of 300 oil of the areas; witness what they have done to Prudho 

and sign it-she was that sure the Beijing government companies, B.P., is presently scheming and plotting to Bay. 
was about to fall. I obliged her and, three days later the ship Alaskan crude oil to the massive Zhenhai refinery In 1996, Tommy Boggs was called in to work the 

student rebellion was crushed, under the direction of Li on the outskirts of Shanghai which is ready to start miracle of lifting the ban on Alaskan crude oil. Boggs 
Peng. producing. is the son of the late Sen. Hale Boggs, whose mysterious 

This is the same Li Peng toasted by Vice President Lordwrick Cooke was ARCO’s former C.E.O. and, disappearance in the Alaskan wilderness in 1972 

Al Gore during his recent Beijing public relations like old soldiers or political party leaders (Carter, never been explained. Tommy Boggs is the chtef 
disaster trip. As to an invasion by China, it has already Dole) who never fade away, Cooke was active in 1996, lobbyist of Patton Boggs and his clients include ARCO, 

happened; Li and Gore may well have been drinking a stumping for the reelection of his old friend Bill Clinton, EXXON, B.P., MOBIL and SHELL and, just coinciden- 

toast to that achievement. Although there are none of the “outsider” from Arkansas. In 1994, the same year tally, he is a close golfing friend of Bill Clinton, the 

Beijing’s soldiers roaming our streets [H: Oh? that he got Tony Knowles elected as governor of Alaska, “outsider” from Arkansas. 
the Li family has overcome us by the oldest Cooke was invited to the White House to celebrate his A formidable lobbyist, Boggs is believed chiefly 

and most successful method known to man: bribery and birthday with Bill 
corruption. Fanning out from their K Street headquar- Clinton, the outsider 
ters in Washington, China’s political foot soldiers have from Arkansas, who 
done a remarkable job in an amazingly short time, one presented his friend 
which would have taken them years and years and at far with a giant birthday 
greater expense, to achieve by force of arms. Now, the cake, and then al- 
occupation is proceeding at a gallop, and without blood- lowed him to travel 
shed. with Commerce Sec- 

Instead of bumbling Al Gore, Clinton would have retary Ron Brown to 
been better advised to send Lordwrick Cooke, or Tony China where the two 
Knowles, Bruce Babbitt, or Charles Manatt, Edward told the Chinese gov- 
Patton or Tommy Boggs instead of Gore. All are ernment that ARC0 
intimately connected with the conspiracy to export would invest billions 

to China. Even Henry Kissinger or, as a ($$$) in the new 
last resort, “I’m in charge” Al Haig, would have been Zhenhai refinery. In 
a better choice than Gore; and yes, Haig is still around response to questions 
passing out C.F.R. (Council on Foreign Relations) by the Chinese gov- 
instructions to the Clinton administration-fulfilling ernment delegation, 
his role as their number-TWO messenger boy. my sources say Cooke 

So while heating oil and 

petroleum prices were at an all- 

time high, Clinton and his backers 

were selling the United States out 

from under the feet of We, the 

People, for “coffees” and substantial 

cash contributions to his reelection 

campaign fund. 

responsible for get- 
ting the 104th Con- 
gress to reverse the 
ban on exporting 
Alaskan crude oil, 
and so it was that in 
1996 Clinton signed 
an order lifting the 
ban, just as Ron 
Brown and 
Lordwrick Cooke 

had promised the 
government of 
China two years ear- 
lier. Only a blind 
man would fail to see 
that the skulldug- 
gery to rob the na- 
tion of its Alaskan 

China has many good, high-ranking friends in the assured them that crude oil from Alaska would be oil reserves has been in progress since at least 1994, 
rapacious petroleum industry, a law unto itself, neither forthcoming for their refinery. THIS IN OF and probably a lot longer than that. 

knowing nor respecting national and international THE FACT THAT IN AUGUST, 1994 THERE WAS A In 1996, after the “coffees” at the White House, 

boundaries or national sovereignty. One such friend is PERMANENT PROHIBITION ON EXPORTING Pres. Clinton handed the major oil companies involved 
ARCO, which holds a place high on the ladder of ALASKAN OIL. in China and Alaska an astonishing bonus. The press 

Committee of 300 companies and ARCO, along with About one year after the Brown-Cooke trip to China, should have shouted this development from the house- 

Robert Healy, -ARCO’s president of governmental af- tops but, like Dan Rather. Peter Jennings and Tom 

. Latest Book by Dr. Coleman: 

Also available:’ 

another fine book: 

300. 

WORLDINTELLIGENCEREVIEW (WIR) 

IU. Carson St. 

City,lov 89706 

is 
credit 

fairs, was invited to the White Coffee House to have 
coffee with Al Gore and Marvin Rosen, then the finance 
chairman of the Democratic National Committee. To 
show ARCO’s gratitude, Healy left a $32,000 “tip” for 
the DNC. 

Enter Charles Manatt, former chairman of the 
Democrat Party and now head honcho of Manatt, Phelps 
and Phillips, Mickey Kantor’s old alma mater, which 
lobbying company handles and fronts for major oil 
companies EXXON, MOBIL, B.P., ARC0 and SHELL . 
On May 26, 1995, Manatt was invited to yet another 
White Coffee House get-together with Clinton. Manatt 
dished out $117,150 in a show of appreciation, and 
then, quite independently, of course, Kantor, as an 
insider member of the Clinton cabinet, set up a drum- 
beat, demanding that the ban on exporting Alaskan oil 
be lifted, which hitherto, federal law prohibited as the 
oil in the National Petroleum Reserve is supposed to be 
a reserve stock in time of national emergency. 

If anyone cares to look up my monograph “Environ- 
mentalism: The Second Civil War Has Begun” about 
the fraud of major oil companies being the biggest 
contributors to the “Earth First” and “Greenpeace” 
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Brokaw, not to mention Larry King, they were as silent 
as the grave about this momentous event. Silently and 
without fanfare, Clinton ended the ban on exporting 
our reserve oil stocks beneath the Alaskan wilderness 
and handed the petroleum giants a free gift of billions, 
yes, billions of dollars. So while heating oil and 
petroleum prices were at an all-time high, Clinton and 
his backers were selling the United States out from 
under the feet of We, the People, for “coffees” and 
substantial cash contributions to his reelection cam- 

Save lJs From 
paign fund. 

Foreshadowing this national disaster-only he 
didn’t call it that-Tommy Boggs wrote a memo to his 
clients predicting that he would get the ban on the 
export of Alaskan oil lifted by the 104th Congress. But 
that was not the only shock which the American people 
were handed; on the last day of the 1996 summer 

Misguided 66HelpT9 
session of Congress, Clinton signed the “Federal Oil 
and Gas Simplification and Fairness Act”. As the name 

implies, the bill was intended to mislead; this was more S/18/97 #1 HATONN disappointed to find Doris sick, NO GROUP, NO OR- 
skullduggery on a massive scale, and the “fairness” bit GANIZED ANYTHING, and that he would have to read 
was not intended to benefit the American people; in AND THE BAND PLAYED ON his own materials if he wanted anything from here. 
fact, it was a wholesale sell-out by the Clinton admin- Can you see how the label of “cult” gets started? 
istration of the American people. Yea, even as we walk through thevalley of shadows Moreover, you are not too popular if you send people 

Simply put, what this deceptive piece of legislation there is always a drumbeat which never ceases its great distances to seek and they find NOTHING but a 

does is play ducks and drakes with the price of the oil ageless cadence. So, along the way we pause, take stock small town doing nothing. How long does it take to 

the companies have to pay royalties on to the Federal of what “seems” to be taking place and then continue learn these important things7 Furthermore, it has 

government. The scam is too lengthy to include here in as the moment clutches us in the grip of whatever NEVER been different here. We simply chose to wel- 

detail, but I will do a follow-up in Ihe May issue of may anyone would be a 

and I fully intend exposing this gigantic government- we are controlling ourselves. Since the moment is all “speaking” opportunity. THIS IS SO YOU DO NOT 
sanctioned rip-off of the American people which will we have as to time considerations, it is in our favor to CONFUSE THE “WORD” WITH GURUS, SELF-PRO- 

allow the majors of the petroleum industry to get away move along, listening to the beat of the drum very CLAIMED LEADERS AND/OR ANY ASSOCIATION 

with billions of dollars. It is one of the most audacious carefully. The drum itself is but a THING which is WITH ANYTHING OR ANYONE, OTHER THAN 

daylight robberies ever to be carried out by the petro- utilized to mark cadence in rhythm, so it is never the Do you see that most of the time you bring your 
leum industry. And throughout this great robbery, the “thing” (drum) to which to beware- IT IS THE DRUM- own misery upon selves? 
jackals of the media-print and electronic-have re- MERl This man was so uninformed as to have never read 
mained deathly silent! My God, what have we, as a Remember this when you feel that somehow you a journal and only had one clipping out of the paper, not 
nation, come to? have lost your instrument player while Dharma is even the whole paper. Well, readers, this is what the 

To execute the great robbery, enter Tony Knowles, simply unable to match the necessity of my own “revelation” movements are all about-ignorant people 
the Governor of Alaska, or as he prefers to be called, endless supply of things upon which to expound. And, feeling bigger than life and off to set the world to their 
“ARCO’s governor”; and lest we forget, ARC0 doled yes indeed, we are writing, writing, writing, while we own drumbeat. Does this not terrify you who would be 
out $352,000 in contributions during the 1996 do other tasks now at hand which require the set upon by such misguided individuals7 Therefore, I 

elections. In 1994, Knowles got $32,000 and it helped attending by myself. The play does not stop or end; the repeat a many-times-stated fact: if you want gurus, 

elect him as the first Democratic Party governor of music and beat goes on and, yes indeed, you have over fortune telling, psychic nonsense, someone ELSE giv- 
Alaska, probably also the first governor of any state to journals to read and, ifyou have runout-go read them ing you your life’s direction-then go to where these 
sleep over at the White House, all part of the overall again. things are advertised and sold along with trinkets, 

conspiracy. Knowles says he will walk every square A man came to town this very day with a private talismans and bewitchery. 
mile of the 17 million acres of the great Arctic need and insistence to see and speak with “Doris” as Can you see what is really happening here in this 

National Wildlife Refuge, to make sure that future oil Dharma. He had been given some sort ofrevelation that instance? The man was not coming to commune with 
drilling will not upset the ecological balance. In this he place to and he God or angels or anyone other than the group where he 
will be aided and abetted by Interior Secretary Bruce would get his purpose and direction. What had really might find his way to not having to do for himself and 
Babbit. Now you know why I say and have always said happened is that someone in Montana told him “Doris to one-on-one with who never one-on-ones with 
that China and the U.S. will never go to war with each does that sort of thing...“. He had traveled EVERY- anyone save on her own human terms. These are the 
other. WHERE and was a seeker of every group for informa- misperceptions that will destroy mankind and lead a 

tion and he was quite sure this was the place to find it bunch of revelationers off to suicideville and purple 
(This article will be’continued in the May issue of all for self. He announced he was going to spend a full kerchiefs. 

week WITH DHARMA and learn everything and then “Well, with that attitude you aren’t going to go very 

probably settle down here and run “things”. Do far... ’ is the usual response to people who can’t see 

[END OF QUOTING] you see, readers, when you don’t understand your own further than their own opinions. The facts are, readers, 
information, you mislead people for this man couldn’t we don’t want to go anywhere and much the less in the 

If somebody sends along that article we will ask afford (he spends all his stuff searching) this trip. He company of such buffoons and know-it-ails. We reach 
that it be printed in as well. is now on his way to Sedona, by way of 1 don’t remem- where and whom we need to reach and the ones destined 

is her where, to find his guru and purpose. He was so to hear and see-always do! 
published monthly in the United States: 2533 

North Carson Street, Carson City, Nevada, 89706.1 
So, what do I have to add to this commentary7 FoxTrot 

Nothing. It is quite obvious that the noose around the 
neck of the world has now made a complete circle of the 
globe. Moreover, it is hard to tell one player from 
another in the“getcha” higher-level poker game. And 
moreover, I praise you when you regard the problem of 
your friend as your own-for, but for the Grace of God, 
go you-in any circumstance, for you have become both 
deaf and blind. 

This is a rather short writing but important enough 
to leave you THINKING about this other.side of the 
globe-the China Syndrome. Realize that Hong Kong 
reverts to China at the end of June. And where will you 
be? Does it matter? Oh yes indeed, it matters! Salu. 



great exertion; nor can it, nor ought it, to be frequently 
repeated. The principles, therefore, so established, are 
deemed fundamental. And as the authority from which 
they proceed is supreme, and can seldom act, they are 
designed to be permanent. 

This original and supreme will organizes the gov- 
ernment and assigns to different departments their re- 
spective powers. It may either stop here, or establish 
certain limits not to be transcended by those depart- 
ments. 

The government of the United States is of the lat- 
ter description. The powers of the legislature are de- 
fined and limited; and those limits may not be mis- 
taken, or forgotten: the is written. To 
what course are powers limited, and to what purpose 
is that limitation committed to writing, if these limits 
may, at any time, be passed by those intended to be 
restrained?- The distinction bet&en a government with 
limited and unlimited powers is abolished, if those lim- 

4/14/97 V.K. DURHAM AND RAY BILGER application of this remark will be perceived by its do not confine the persons on whom they are 
adverting to the Act of Congress for establishing the imposed...It is a proposition too plain to be contested, 

Ref: Excessive Misconstruction and Abuse of Department of Foreign Affairs. This officer, as his that the controls any legislative act re- 
Powers not granted nor vested nor enumerated to the duties were prescribed by that act, is to conform pugnant to it; or, that the legislature may alter the 
Central Government, by treaty from the precisely to the will of the President. He is a mere by an ordinary act. 

Sovereign Citizens. organ by whom that will is communicated. The acts of Between these alternatives there is no middle 
In the landmark decision of Marbury vs. Madison, such an officer, as an officer, can never be examinable ground. The is either a superior para- 

the Supreme Court of the United States, (1803. 1 by the courts. mount law, unchangeable by ordinary means, or it is 
Cranch (1) 137, 2 L. Ed. 60) stated that (quoting:) But when the legislature proceeds to impose on that on a level with ordinary legislative acts, and, like other 

By the the office other duties; when he is directed peremptorily acts, is alterable when the legislature shall please to 
President is invested with certain important political to perform certain acts; when the rights of individuals alter it.. . 

powers, in the exercise of which he is to use his own are dependent on the performance of those acts; he is Certainly all those who have reformed written con- 

discretion, and is accountable only to his country in so far the officer of the law, is amenable to the laws for stitutions contemplate them as forming the fundamen- 

his political character and to his own conscience. To his conduct, and cannot at his discretion sport away tal and paramount law of the nation, and, consequently, 
aid him in the performance of these duties, he is the vested rights of others...But where a specific duty the theory of every such government must be, that an 
authorized to appoint certain officers, who act by his is assigned by law, and individual rights depend upon act of the legislature, repugnant to the is 
authority, and in conformity with his orders. the performance of that it seems equally clear that void. . . 

In such cases, their acts are his acts; and whatever the individual who considers himself injured has a right So if a law be in opposition to the if 
opinion may be entertained of the manner in which to resort to the laws of this country for a remedy... both the law and the apply to a particular 

executive discretion may be used, still there exists, and That the people have an original right to establish, case, so that the court must either decide that case con- 
can exist, no power to control that discretion. The for their future government, such principles as, in their formably to the law, disregarding the or 
subjects are political. They respect the nation, not opinion, shall most conduce to their own happiness is conformably to the disregarding t’lc! law; 

individual rights, and being entrusted to the executive the basis on which the whole American fabric has been the court must determine which of these conl~icting 
the decision of the executive is conclusive. The erected. The exercise of this original right is a very rules governs the case. This is of the very essence of 

judicial duty. - 

Signs of parasites in the human 

* itchy 

* forgetfulness 

+ slow reflexes 

* numb hands 

A 

If, then, the courts are to re- 
gard the and the 

is superior to any or- 
dinary act of the legislatures, the 

and not such ordinary 
act, must govern the case to which they 

both apply. 
Those, then, who controvert 

the principle that the 
is to bc considered, in court, as a 
paramount law, are reduced to the 
necessity of maintaining that 
courts must close their eyes on the 

and see only the law. 
This doctrine would subvert 

the very foundation of all written 
constitutions. It would declare 
that an act which, according to the 
principles and theory of our gov- 
ernment, is entirely void, is yet, in 
practice, completely obligatory. It 
would declare that if the legisla- 
ture shall do what is expressly for- 
bidden, such act, notwithstanding 
the express prohibition, is in real- 
ity effectual. It would be giving 
to the legislature a practical and 
real omnipotence, with the same 
breath which professes to restrict 
their powers within narrow limits. 
lt is prescribing limits, 
ing that those limits may be passed 
at pleasure.. . 

The 
United States is extended to all 



Could it be the intention of those who gave this 
power, to say that in using it the should 
.not be looked into? That a case arising under the 

should be decided without examining the in- 
strument under which it arises? 

This is too extravagant to be maintained. 
In some cases, then, the must be 

looked into by the judges. And if they can open it at 
all, what part of it are they forbidden to read or to 
obey?... 

Why otherwise does it direct the judges to take an 
oath to support it? This oath certainly applies in a 
special manner, to their conduct in their official char- 
acter. How immoral to impose it on them, if they were 
to be used as the instruments, and the knowing instru- 
ments, for violating what they swear to support! 

The oath of office, too, imposed by the legislature, 
is completely demonstrative of the legislative opinion 
on this subject.. . 

Why does a judge swear to discharge his duties 
agreeably to the if 
that constitution forms no rule for his government?... 

It is also not entirely unworthy of observation, that 
in declaring what shall be the supreme law of the land, 
the itself is first mentioned; and not the 
laws of the United States generally, but only those 
which shall be made in pursuance of the 
have that rank. 

Thus, the particular phraseology of the 
confirms and strengthens the 

principle, supposed to be essential to all WI’ .ten con- 

stitutions, that a law repugnant to the is 
void; and that courts, as well as other departments, are 
bound by that instrument. (End quoting.) 

C lrrently, in this time of our American history, we 
have a president issuing executive orders which directly 
infringe into, and upon, the rights of the American 
people. Likewise, his appointees, delegees, delegates, 
nominees, committees, relatives, friends, foreign em- 
ployees, corporations, trusts, etc., who choose to per- 

the have all vio- 

lated the inalienable rights of We Sovereign Citizens, 
the ultimate Authority in “Our” government. 

We Sovereign American Citizens are the ultimate 
Authority of the Government of the United States. This 
was clearly identified in Marbury vs. Madison (1803), 
when the States was 14 years 
old. Also, when Marbury vs. Madison was held by the 
United States Supreme Court, the (rati- 
fied, December 15, 1791) was 12 years old. The intent 
was clear, unmistaken, and firm, as to the rights of 
individuals guaranteed, held perpetual, inherent and 
inviolable by acts of any branch of government, albeit 
state or federal. 

Does the President possess the constitutional power 
to enter into treaties with other nations? Yes, he does, 
as long as they do not impede the original treaty of the 

with the American people. 
Can the President of the United States issue ex- 

ecutive orders, or inkire of Arlen Specter (per letter 
on White House letterhead), to snoop into the pantries 
of American households for the purpose of food con- 
fiscation from “cult” groups such as Mormons and 
Christians? No! Constitutionally, no! He is not in 
possession constitutionally of such powers. Nor is 

Congress. 
Does the President have the constitutional power 

to delegate the powers of the Office of the President of 
the United States, or, the laws of the United States, to 
such persons who have sworn allegiance to other na- 
tions while acting on his committees, as appointees of 
said executive, thereby operating in conflict of inter- 
est with the mandatory laws in pursuance of the 

Furthermore, do our judges in the Judicial Branch 
of “Our” government have the power to circumvent or 
ignore the Certainly not according to 

the Supreme Court in 1803. 
And does our Congress have the power to enact 

laws which are repugnant to the Again, 
you do not need a rocket scientist to tell you the an- 
swer when the Supreme Court was so emphatic about 
it in their decision in Marbury vs. Madison in 1803. 
Yet the Congress continues to pass unconstitutional 
laws day after day after day! 

Since it appears for all intents and purposes that 
all three Branches of “Our” government are in fact 
operating totally outside the parameters set forth by 
We the People in “Our” what are we to 
do to correct the situation? 

Thomas Jefferson told in the 
in 1776, “that, whenever any form of gov- 

ernment becomes destructive of these ends, it is the 
right of to alter or to abolish it, and to in- 
stitute a new government, laying its foundation on such 
principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as 
to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety 
and happiness.” 

If we can do this without guns and only with our 
pens, we may live to see a future fit for our children. 
What we need is a 260 Million Civilian March on 
Washington, D.C. And this summer would be the per- 
fect time for it! ! 

cd 

f? 
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Decision of Declaration of 
Choice of Constitutional Common Law of the Land. 

Said U.S. District Court Judge, William L. Beatty, 
alleges plaintiff cited laws which he had never heard 
of, and which were not (per the defendants) his (the 

court’s) jurisdiction, whereupon said defendant’s 
allegations of no jurisdiction were held by said U.S. 
District Court. William L. Beatty did refuse to 
acknowledge and/or employ said duly-constituted laws 
made in pursuance of the 

in conformance with and to the Rule of 
Decision, the Judiciary Act of 1789, and Admiralty Law 
Sec. l-9 saving of constitutional common law, when 
requested, in cases not related to Maritime matters. 

(1) Said saving of constitutional common law of 

V.K. DURHAM (1) Intimidate; the land did prevail, as no ships, ships’ manifest, cargo, 

P.O. Box 477 (2) Use coercion; or ships’ carpenters, etc., were involved in said case at issue; 

Okawville, Illinois 6227 1 (3) Coercion by intervening force and; (2) Nor, at any time, was Maritime Law cited in 
Telephone (618) 243-5615 (4) Intervention by a third party (Social said case by said plaintiff, V.K. Durham, for Durham 

Fax (618) 243-5501 Security Administration, individuals, employees, cited the constitutional common laws made in 
agents, agencies, appointees, delegees, nominees, et pursuance of the as 

April 18, 1997 al.), not a party to the original case, but claiming an prevailing laws at the date and time of contract. 
interest in the subject matters of estate(s) while failure The citing of duly constituted constitutional laws, 

U.S. Congressman John Shimkus to lawfully enter into said case 96-739-WLB, while made in pursuance and in conformance with said 
301 N. 6th Street, Suite 100 application of coercion, intimidation, and extortion Article VI’s mandatory provisions, while prevailing 
Springfield, Illinois 6270 1 methods were exerted by said Social Security upon the Article I, Sec. 10 provisions, prohibiting the 

Administration individuals, employees, agents, impeding of contracts was cited, in res judicata, 

Ref: Case No. 96-739-WLB; U.S. District Court, agencies, appointees, delegees, nominees, et al., on supported by prior decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court 

Article Ill Jurisdiction, for the Southern District of SSA letterhead, in writing, demanding access and/or cases of (1) Marbury v. Madison, (2) Fletcher v. Peck, 
Illinois. information related to said case 96-739-WLB more (3) Laws at the time of contract, by Durham. 

Ref: Impeachment of U.S. District Court Judge particularly described as “estate”. Said U.S. District Court Judge, William L. Beatty, 

William L. Beatty as presiding judge, including Said U.S. Court was Noticed by accepted federal did refuse plaintiff the mandatory constitutional laws 

inferior magistrates of said U.S. District Court. civil judicial procedure and rules, more particularly made in pursuance of the 
defined as mandatory notice. Said mandatory notices thereby denying original jurisdiction sf 

Congressman Shimkus, stated the facts of Social Security Administration’s constitutional, duly constituted constitutional laws, and 
1, V.K. Durham, plaintiff in Case No. 96-739- heavy handed tactics which exceeded jurisdiction of access to ancillary jurisdiction of misprision of felony, 

WLB, U.S. District Court, Article Ill jurisdiction for said federal agency, employees, individuals, agents, and U.S. criminal codes as duly constituted in 18 
the Southern District of Illinois, do herein and agencies, appointees, delegees, nominees, et al., U.S.C., Sec. 1512, Obstruction of Justice, Sec. 1961, 
hereafter request the exercising of your duly authority and/or duly constituted lawful jurisdiction. Extortion and Racketeering Practices. 

constituted congressional powers of Office of Public Said U.S. District Court Judge, William L. Beatty, Congressman Shimkus, your duly constituted, 

Trust for impeachment of said U.S. District Court refused to acknowledge said mandatory notices. congressional powers of impeachment of said U.S. 
Judge, William L. Beatty. (d) Said U.S. District Court Judge, William District Court Judge, William L. Beatty, et al., as 

Said U.S. District Court Judge, William L. Beatty, L. Beatty, did refuse to acknowledge: related and correlated, is herein requested, and required 
as presiding judge for said U.S. District Court, Article (1) A duly constituted contract known as by constitutional duties of powers of duly constituted 
Ill Jurisdiction for the South District of Illinois, has a “Sum Certain Contract” dated October 9, 1941; office of the United States. 
failed his Oath of Public Trust as a U.S. District Court (2) Perfection of said contractual collateral 
Judge, failing the U.S. constitutional Article VI, on said “Sum Certain Contract” duly recorded, duly Please respond- 
Clause 2 by failure and denial of said U.S. filed, in Illinois Secretary of State’s Records; 
constitutional laws made in pursuance of the (3) The Rules of Court for mandatory 20 

as cited by plaintiff in case 96-739- days for summary judgement on perfected title Certified hard copy to follow. 
WLB. 

Said U.S. District Court Judge, William L. Beatty, 
as presiding judge: 

(1) Failed to apply and/or acknowledge the 
federal civil judicial procedures and rules of court; 

(2) Failed to uphold the laws made in pursuance 
of the 

(3) Controverted said laws made in pursuance of 
the by violation of 
Article I, Section 10, whereas said controverting of 
U.S. constitutional laws made in pursuance thereof, 
were denied, and ex-post facto laws made 48 and 53 
years after the date of contract,. being inferior 
statutory laws in their nature, allowing a perverse 
verdict, in color of all laws to prevail over a 
constitutional jurisdiction case, whereas said U.S. 
District Court Judge, William L. Beatty, did fail his 
sworn duty as a U.S. District Court Judge, to enforce 
the laws made in pursuance of said 

as the primary law of the land. 

(4) Said U.S. District Court Judge, William L. 
Beatty, by failure of his sworn duty as a U.S. District 
Court duly constituted judge, did allow: 

(a) Obstruction of justice; 
(b) Outside influence; 
(c) Parties not related and/or co-related to 

said case 96-739-WLB, to 
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Hilarion: Understanding Your 

Bio-Electric Sensing Machine 
by “you” inhabiting and operating your body, and came to your planet 2000 years ago, MANY 

the process of sitting behind the wheel and have come at this 

driving your automobile. advanced ones will volunteer for the challenge 

The body, for the most part, is selfregulating of fulfilling this task and will choose to take on 
and will tend to run quite well in an “autopilot” a body in the physical to bring forth the all- 

and mode. However, there come times of experience important messages concerning the non-seen- 

#7 THE where the body is subjected to threat, such as but-felt spiritual connectedness of mankind. 

RAINBOW MASTERS physical injury, when it will offer a reactionary These awakening nudges will oAen cause 

on response to the danger and bring focus to the emotional inthebody. Ones will 
impending physical condition. not know how to handle these energy surges at 

Journal An example of this reactionary impulse first, because they are subtle yet strong in their 

would be to quickly remove one’s hand from a grip upon the physical apparatus. The surges 

hot stovetop. The body will retain information will cause an array of sensations within the 

that will help one to avoid future damage and physical which, in turn, can provide the physical 

Good afternoon, my friend. Please release will offer a cautionary warning to the host (YOU) entity with guidance as to what is right versus 

of the emotional charge and allow the energy to when the hand even gets close to a warm object. what is wrong. 

flow naturally and smoothly. It is I, Hilarion, of This mechanism is part of the design of the Much like the reactionary impulses to avoid 

the Fifth Aspect of Creator’s Spectral body so that more primitive (lesser aware the body will offer reactionary 

Expression. I come in the Light of Holy God of spiritually) users will be able to persist long impulses in response to other kinds of situations, 

Lighted Creation. I come as the Cohan (Master enough in the physical without demise so that which can nudge you to go toward that which 

Teacher) of the Emerald Ray. there will be adequate time sequence for growth. will offer comfort and warmth. And in the case 

Ones on your planet are greatly concerned This is the situation wherein one will tend to of the presentings of spiritual truth, the body 

with the physical well-being of the body in live instinctively and obey the signals of the will offer the best it can in the way of “gut felt” 

which they are housed. Here we shall give forth body such as hunger, thirst, and rest. Ones will responses to that which is being offered. 

some insights that will help to clarify the causes seek out the satisfaction of these basic needs so “How”, you may ask, “does the body do this?” 

of the conditions that ones are experiencing. that they can experience as fully as possible. The physical part of the body is but “only” 

For most this will not be “comfortable” reading As entities begin to grow more and more one small part of the entire apparatus that makes 

because the reasons for illnesses are most often aware spiritually, they will begin to come out of up the entire, functioning, bio-electric 

other than what a person wants to hear, let the fog and into a more reasoning condition machinery. Just like ina computer, you have all 

alone accept. wherein mental anticipation of the future need the physical components-the main processor, 

The physical body is “merely” a conduit for for food will be recognized and planned for the memory modules, the peripheral (audio and 

the interaction into and the interfacing with the through storage. video) circuit boards, and the interconnecting 

physical experience. I say “merely” because This is the point where ones begin to awaken wiring. And yet, more fundamentally, the 

that body is a most exquisite creation indeed enough to realize that there is something more computer still requires electricity (energy) 

and poorly understood by your current level of to the experience than to just exist and search operating in very focused ways in order to 

so-called medical science. out survival needs. This is where ones begin to function and come to life at all. 

It is a self-contained bio-electric machine reason with others the value ofworking together In the case of the body, there are various 

that is quite suited to handle a wide array of with one another in order to quiet the electrical counterparts associated with each 

energy patterns and frequencies that allow for distractions and concerns of the body. This is physical pati ofthe body, including each organ 

the animation and coordination between the where there occurs the first spark of sensing and each individual cell. More fundamentally, 

physical and the non-physical. The body’s that man is more than a reactionary animal and there is a coordinated (LIGHT) 

electrical system is quite sensitive and balanced that there is an inner desire to explore this field that encompasses the entire physical 

in such a manner as to have the capability to awareness. body. Some can actually see this “luminous” 

respond and alter according to emotional desires As cultures and beings evolve, there comes electromagnetic field under the proper 

of the one controlling the mechanism. the need for Guides and Wayshowers to interject conditions and call it the aura. 

YOU ARE NOT YOUR BODY! “You” are more and more ofthe true nature ofthe physical Your body’s electromagnetic field interacts 

the one inhabiting the mechanism and it responds experience. While ESU “Jesus” Sananda is a with the electromagnetic fields emanated by 
to y-our desires., -There is similarity between good example of one such Wayshower who others and will respond to the various 
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frequencies of these fields. negative physiological changes within the body 

This is when you ones will say that you if the condition persists-such as colds, flu, 

KNOW you can trust a person immediately; you cancers, and especially that #1 cause of death: 

don’t know why but you can just “feel” it. This HEART dis-ease. 

is why, when another comes offering true Please be aware that the direction of the 

spiritual knowledge, you “feel” it within your individual always starts with a thought and a 

“gut”. You are responding to the higher- decision. When ones are considering choices of 

frequency energies flowing into the action is when ones should really make an effort 

electromagnetic field of the body. The body to monitor the response of the heart or “gut” 

then responds with a desire to find more ofwhat while evaluating their choices. Some do this 

causes this reaction. automatically and may cause frustration in others 

This is also the reason why some ones will because there will be times when the only reason 

be frightened of you. They will know that you they can offer for an action is: “I don’t know; it 

hold truth and they cannot hide their trickery was ‘just’ a feeling.” These perceptive ones 

from you and that you will, in time, see through have learned to recognize and utilize the “bio- 

their games. These ones have resisted the feedback” that is being offered to them. 

spiritual path, having not yet learned to When there is illness of any sort in the body, 

recognize that there is value in the experience. you can be assured that the one experiencing 

These ones have an energy signature that is the illness was not paying attention to the signals 

much lower in frequency. They are usually the offered through the heart energy center. There 

ones clinging to the physical-material for their are choices and decisions associated with the 

comforts and security. They are much like the condition that allowed for the stress to persist 

animal that has to horde and hide food from on and on until there is great unbalance within 

others that might take it away- not realizing the -physical, causing improper coordination 

that there are infinitely abundant sources of between the various energy centers, and thus 

nourishment for both the physical apparatus and, the body will not regulate itself properly. 

more importantly, the soul (thenon-physical, God- When ones can isolate that which causes 

like, thought projection of Creator Source). them “stress”, they will be looking for that 

When ones turn from their purpose, there which has a decision or choice associated with 

come the “STRESSES” of the life experience. it and would be wise to perhaps re-evaluate or 
This unbalanced condition is a signal to you so look for that which they are resisting. Usually 
that you can stop to evaluate where it is that those things that the heart desires by way of 

you are heading and compare that to where growth have responsibility associated with them, 

your heart tells you that you should be heading. and ones know analytically that there are often 

The heart knows the direction that will garner “growing pains” associated with such 

fulfillment. responsibility-as the primitive, ego-based, 
More accurately, it is the emotional reactionarymodeoflivingisreplacedwithafreer, 

(electromagnetic) energy center associated with more personally responsible mode of living. 

the heart that is attuned to both your Purpose Many will go through many life experiences 

from Creator Source and the impinging without ever recognizing the connection 

emotional currents of the ever-changing between the physical condition and the non- 

electromagnetic pulse-wave universe in which physical stress -only to cast blame upon another 
you exist. This heart energy center responds by for their lack of physical balance. YOU each 

instinctively offering that which will help you are creators ofYOUR experience, either through 

to discern your most satisfying path in life. deliberate action or passive reaction. Your 
When you first start heading in a direction physical condition is no exception! 

that is not filfilling to the purpose for your Ponder upon these words, for they are 
being down there, you may or’may not notice offered in love and NOT with the intent to be 

the subtle annoyance that you feel,. But be offensive or hurtful. At this time many are 

assured that it is there. This causes slight crying out for assistance with the physical 

distortions in the energy field ofthe body as you condition of the body. You will see that there 

resist the natural flow ofyour experience. These is great value in finding within yourselves the 

distortions are what you ones refer to as “stress” TRUE cause(s) of any unbalanced situation. 
and the corresponding worry and frustration is The subject matter discussed here is far 

a by-product of the electromagnetic distortions from complete. It is offered as a general 

in the non-physical part of the body. overview so that ones can come into awareness 

If these distortions are allowed to persist, of self in a general, yet more balanced, manner. 

they will cause physiological maltinctions within There shall be more coming forth on this subject 

the body. The physical body will respond to the of the physical body’s functioning. Please be 

out-of-balance (out-of-phase electrical patient and understanding. Thank you! 

impulses) condition of the electromagnetic I am Master Hilarion. I represent the Heart 

energy field of the body. This will result in Center of God. In Light-and Love, SALU! 8‘ I ,,. .L I,,.., ~ I , . - ‘. * 

This is a manual for living the life 

Aessed of God. Cuts to the core of the nature of man, 
ret offers gentle direction filled with compassion 
beyond measure. Each energy is uniquely powerful 
ret, together, they form a team of one. The Masters 
offer insight to the planet, our purpose, God’s in- 
rolvement and will, our journey home, the Greater 
Vision. The messages resonate as musical chords 
within the very soul essence. The words shared 
renew hope and give the phrase “Trust in God” a 
ieeper meaning. 

BY 

THE MASTERS 

A PHOENIX JOURNAL 
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Creation, The Sacred Universe, of pressure from the %onen itself. I move to stand-by, 

to thank YOU. 

1990 E.Y. Soltec present to speak of general information 
regarding the type of quake just experienced in this 

10/24/90 most important area. I am responsible for the Command 
following most closely your Earth Changes in a 

Hatonn present in service unto God and Man- “geophysical” attitude and, hopefully, allow you ones 

within the Light ofTruth. So be it. I ask, Dharma, that to have knowledge regarding these changes and 
you avail yourself and service, briefly, to Commander “possibilities” involved. I can also tell you what to look 

Ceres Anthonious Soltec for, before we write this day, for relative to a given action as follow-on. Please do not 

I must call urgent attention to you ones. There has been ask me to define explicitly in “Earth-timeframe”. We 
a rather small Earthquake within the past 12 hours in calculate possibilities and probabilities by “sequence of 

Northern California which bears great importance. It events”. I shall also make it as simple for general 

is a sign to you ones who will “see” and “hear”. The understanding as I can find words to fit descriptions. 

quake itself is not of great importance; it is the fact that The relatively small quake in point was experienced 
it is in the area of Lee Vining (close to Yosemite) but in California to the coastal area near and around San 

that is not the point. It epicenters in the area where the Francisco as well as throughout portions of Nevada 
radioactive “bulge” of molten matter made radioactive (most important indeed). To allow understanding to 
by your Nevada testing is “coming to a head”. This the “lay” public, I must first speak of vulcanism in 

quake has two points of interest-it tells you where first general. Therefore, I ask ones who know all this 
the toxic material might surface and also relieves a bit information to pleasebe patient, for we find that 99.9% 

of the human masses do not have the 
foggiest idea of that which we outlay 
unto you. 

“I thought continental drift was much slower.” 

VULCANISM 

The term “vulcanism” implies 
volcanos-and they are, to be sure, a 
spectacular product of it. But vulcanism 
involves much more than mere volcanos. 

If the magma pushes its way 

far up into the crustal strata but does not 
reach the surface, it is termed 
vulcanism, but if the magma flows out 
onto the surface via volcanic or other 
vents, it is called vulcanism. 
(These, of course, are Earth/English 
words and will need translation for other 
language groups.) 

The question may well be asked, 
“Why does molten material from the 
Earth’s interior force its way into and 
through the hard rock of the crust?” 
This is one of the questions that has 
vexed your geologists for many years- 
not only, “Why does magma invade the 
crust?” but, “Where precisely does the 
magma originate?” It is obvious to you 
“close” observers that release of pressure 
on the interior of the Earth by 
deformation and fracturing of the crust 
triggers the outward movement of 
magma, but whether it originates 
initially at the Earth’s core, the mantle, 
or even the crust itself is difficult for you 
to determine for you have not enough 
knowledge or ability to research those 
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pressures and temperatures to reach valid, provable these, the a vulcanism. 
conclusions. small batholith or stock except that it is fed from below It is foolish indeed to ever refer to any volcano as 

Most by a tube cutting across. the overlying strata like the “dead”. Dormant is your word most suitable for use and 
volcanos tap only relatively shallow source regions; conduit of avolcano. However, where the volcanic bore should be used if there has been no eruptive activity in 
however, this does not obviate the deep-seated sources gets into the surface rocks, magmarising up the laccolith historical time. Even historic time is not sufficient. 
for certain types of volcanic activity. feedpipe loses some of its impetus and spreads out For instance in 79 A.D., your labelled “Vesuvius”, was 

Nearly all major mountain masses are underlain by between two flat-lying rock layers, eventually forming not even a very imposing landform which was half 

intrusive masses, and frequently there is some sort of a lens-shaped mass that lifts and bows the surface into hidden inside the broken remnant of the older Monte 
extrusive vulcanism in evidence as well-simply a dome and this is indeed most important to the subject Somma and had never erupted in the memory of human 
through visual observation. Mountain-building in point. inhabitation. There were not even any fanciful legends 
mechanisms such as folding and faulting cause of vulcanism, so long ago had been its most recent 
vulcanism, but vulcanism, once set in motion, can be a SILLS: activity. Yet in that fateful year Pompeii was buried in 
potent mountain-building mechanism in its own right. a great blast of fiery ash and Herculaneum was overrun 
Massive intrusions may lift and warp the surface layers, Similar to the laccolith but much more common is by repeated flows of hot mud. Then for sixteen centuries 
and extrusive magma, finding its way to the surface the sill. In this case the invading magma spreads out as there were only ten additional major eruptions. But in 
through faults, can build huge piles of volcanic rock. a flat sheet, often for many miles, but does not throw up 163 1, after 130 years of quiescence, Vesuvius began its 
Also, intrusions may be exposed the wearing away of the overlying layers. Sills come to your attention when modern, more frequent eruptive cycle marked by 

the softer overlying strata by erosion, and the hard erosion exposes an edge as a sheer wall, often darker increased lava flows that had been of little consequence 
igneous mass will up as highlands, The and harder than the surrounding rock. The down- earlier. So today Vesuvius is any measurement 

Adirondacks and mountains of New England, for cutting Hudson River, as example, has revealed a sill in active, its personality changed considerably from its 
instance, are of this type. the Palisades that is particularly striking because of the former self; and if Somma is any evidence, there have 

Please understand that I am speaking of the United columnar jointing of the cooling magma. Another been many times in the distant past when Vesuvius and 
States in this instance for this is where the scribe can major feature standing out in a moderately subdued its precursors have surprised the sleepy folks along the 
have association and this is where the subject in point landscape is the Great Whin sill of Northumberland, Bay of Naples. 

has and is occurring. The information is valid for all England. The black escarpment describes a loo-mile The United States’ own Mountains, 
Earth locations geographically. crescent from the Pennines to the sea, and since its pimpled with600 miles of snow-capped cones, must be 

Other examples are the smooth lava flows in steep side faces northward, it was seized on by the regarded as merely dormant. Lassen Peak, the least 
Alaska’s Valley of the Ten Thousand Smokes which Romans as the foundation for Hadrian’s wall. Again, spectacular of the lot, was active in 1914-15, but there 
poured out of a volcanic vent just a few of your decades within the U.S., you will have a good example in the has been a tendency to think of the others as “scenery”. 
past and still have the appearance of motion as observed. Black Canyon of the Gunnison. All are very new, geologically speaking, scarcely 
Today the area, Katmai National Monument, as you mutilated by erosion, and this, of course, is why they 
have named it, has only about 100 smokes active. It is, DIKES: make such outstanding scenery. But by the same token, 
however, an area only in the “sleeping”. dear friends, they are more likely to be alive than dead 

Another great example of a landscape filled with If the invasion of the surface layers is in the form after such a short time span. Evidences pointing to just 
volcanic plugs, the Kapsiki Mountains in Cameroon, is of a thin sheet cutting sharply across all horizontal such a likelihood are very modern cinder cones al: 
far different in visualization. Where each great strata but falling short of intersecting the surface, then around the base,of Mt. Shasta, another in Crater Lake, 
“protrusion” (plug of rock lava) was once a live volcano, you have a Visualize a sill turned on edge, except and recently discovered by your own geologists, hot 
its vent filler’ with molten lava. As the volcano expired .in the case of a dike it draws magma from its entire spots high on the slope of Mt. Rainier and Mt. Baker, 
and eventually eroded away, only the solidified igneous lower rather than from a bore or conduit. Dikes and Mt. Lassen itself. 
rock, relatively harder and more resistant, has survived often occur in swarms, most frequently radiating from 
for your modern-day viewing. a volcanic vent. If the resulting igneous rock is harder VARIATIONS 

than that which surrounds it, erosion may lay bare the IN ERUPTION 
INTRUSIVE VULCANISM solidified magma in the volcano conduit as a or 

and the radiating dikes as long narrow ridges. No two volcanos are alike in their eruptive habits 
BATHOLITHS AND STOCKS: Ship Rock, New Mexico, is an outstanding example. and as you have seen from the Vesuvian example, an 

One can see the radiating dikes exposed at the surface individual volcano is often capricious. Some are spewers 
The largest of the intrusive masses is the and Ship Rock itself is a volcanic of ash, like lrazu in Costa Rica, which erupted 

found to underlie every major mountain system and continuously for almost two years (1966-1968), 
frequently exposed at the surface as the roots or cores PEGMATITES: subjecting the residents of the capital city, San Jose, to 
of ancient mountains that have eroded away. But the a seemingly endless rain of thick dust. Others eject 
batholith is not merely the upper margin of the Note that although the originally molten rocks lava but with variation: Vesuvius goes off violently 
monolithic Sima volcanics. It is a lobe that has forced involved inintrusives are properly classified as plutonics with explosions and gushes of lava streaming 
its way well beyond that into the sedimentary (or and should therefore display a coarse granularity, only down its flanks; Kilauea, the Hawaiian crater, quietly 
altered rock) layers that form the continental epidermis, the batholith or thick sill is highly typical. Generally, spills lava over its lip with a minimum of fireworks; 
because of lessened pressure as a result of diastrophism. the smaller intrusives isolate the magmatic melt into Strombolian lava, cooling and crusting over lightly in 
As for size, a is simply indication of “size”. such thin or limited quantities that cooling is quite the crater, traps gases beneath it, which explode every 
There is not “reason” of two terms other than somebody rapid and crystal formation is impaired. However, it is half-hour throwing incandescent clots high into the 
felt it helpful to describe the “bulging” or “hat” under possible that a long intrusive finger may keep its contact air. Then there are the spasmodic eruptors whose 
the surface as a if over 40 square miles in area with the molten mass below and selected gases and conduit becomes clogged with hardened igneous rock 
and a if smaller. Both will be.found in the same fluids will find their way into this backwater between eruptions. With a cork in the bottle, so to 
“bulge”. 

The batholith and stock are coarse-grained igneous 
Occasionally, crystals will grow to huge speak, it is not uncommon for the increasing pressures 

size under these unusual conditions. In South Africa to blow out suddenly through a spot on the side of 
or plutonic rock that has obviously cooled slowly deep mica crystals have been encountered measuring 10 to the mountain. This is what happened to Mt. Pele on 
underground. At their point of contact with the stratum I5 feet in width. Martinique in 1902. Internal pressure started the cork, 
above is a metamorphosed aureole or baked zone where pushing it out of the vent in the form of a high spire, but 
the combination of heat, pressure, magmatic fluids and EXTRUSIVE WLCANISM before it could wholly clear the passage the side blew 
gases have commonly given rise to concentration of out. A dense cloud of intensely and self- 
useful minerals. VOLCANOS: exploding lava mist swept down the slope to the sea, 

For practical Earth purposes you may as well regard completely wiping out the town of St. Pierre in an 

these as essentially “bottomless” structures, and Volcanos are, of course, of particular interest not instant. 
intrusive rock has not been “seen” to actually crystallize only because of their unpredictable explosive habitsPut 

extrusive lavas have. You are, as usual, dealing because of their impressive structure. They tend to CALDERAS 

again with conjecture on your placement and it serves follow fault lines, and thus the world’s great seismic 
well enough in concept. zones. Faulting, Earthquakes, andvolcanos go together, There is yet another kind of happening that involves 

and faulting is the basic cause for the other two. The the reverse of eruption, that is, a sudden emptying of 
LACCOLITHS: Pacific’s unstable margin is often popularly referred to the magma chamber. When this occurs, the entire top 

as the because of its extensive of the mountain, lacking support, collapses and is 

On a much smaller scale than the batholith are volcanic activity. Everywhere, cones of all sizes, both engulfed into itself. The end result is a huge crater-like 
several other kinds of magmatic intrusions. One of active and dormant, are evidence of continuing pit called a Crater Lake, Oregon, is one of 
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these. It is not a true ‘crater because glacial evidences cough up rejuvenating showers of ash periodically, so size of this twin cone becomes apparent. 
on the contemporary slopes indicate that a peak of over .much the better. Anyway, absolute security is not a As often as not, however, a volcano passes through 

12,000 feet must have existed to support full-blown guarantee of living anywhere. Why would anyone several stages in its history, alternating between 

glaciers. This reconstructed volcano, dating back choose to live in Earthquake country, tornado alley, or explosive eruptions and lava flows. The resulting cone 
probably some 8000 years, has been named along hurricane coasts? The law calls these “acts of dtivelops a combination of the low-angle shield and the 
posthumously Mt. Mazama. But volcanos can blow God”, and God seems, in the short run, less lethal than high-angle cinder cone. These are or 
their tops- how do you know that it collapsed rather midtown or freeway traffic, which threatens you all on cones and display concave slopes with a sharp peak. 
than blew up? You can know because the entire a daily basis. Imagine first a cinder cone, but before it can erode 

surrounding countryside would have to have been away, it is overlain by lava flows, Then built on top of 

covered with debris from the old peak and there simply CLASSIFICATION this another cinder cone, followed again by lava. The 

is none. So now you are faced with the question, what BY CONE SHAPE end product looks like Fujiyama, Shasta, Rainier, or 

causes the abrupt evacuation of a magma chamber? Egmont, the world-famous volcanos that inspire poets 

And you have no certain finite answer. The simplest classification of volcanos is on the and legends. The most tell-tale concave slope 

Of more recent origin than Crater Lake is the basis of the shape of the cone. Most of them fall development, however, is shown by Mt. Shishaldin in 

caldera of Krakatoa, an islandjust off western Java. On generally into one of three types that are easily the Aleutians which is smoking and active today. Its 
August 27,1883 there were four tremendous explosions, recognizable, and the cone shape also gives some classic shape is totally unscarred by any type of erosion 
the last ofwhich was heard 3000 miles away in Australia. indication of the type of ejecta and the eruptive habits as it continues tq build. Currently, Shishaldin towers 

A towering dust cloud was thrown up, noticeable around of the volcano. well over 9000 feet above sea level and almost 40,000 

the world for two years, and a great tidal wave drowned First, there is the cone. This is the product feet above the ocean floor and growing. 

36,000 people. Subsequent investigation revealed that of a violently explosive volcano where the lava has The four formerly mentioned volcanos are 

a deep pit had replaced two-thirds of the island but that solidified in the vent, forming a plug. The accumulation considered dormant, but El Misti in Peru is equally as 

despite the dust and ash ejected, the bulk of the island of steam and magmatic gases gradually develops impressive and still active, as is Mayan in the 

had collapsed and the sea had rushed into the resultant sufficient pressure to blow the plug with such force as Philippines. Mayon, despite its generally low elevation 

caldera. The area is still indeed active, A new volcanic to shatter it into tiny fragments (called and and lack of picturesque snowcap, is reputed to be the 
island is building called by you, Anak Krakatoa (child and these are deposited in a symmetrical pile most perfectly shaped ofthe world’s compositevolcanos. 
of Krakatoa). But even the original Krakatoa was around the vent, the larger particles nearest the vent I 
merely a remnant of an earlier, much larger island. and the finer ones farther away. The resulting cinder 
Like Vesuvius, standing in the breached caldera of cone is steep sided (around 37 degrees, the maximum 
Somma, generations of crustal ulcers appear on occasion angle of of unconsolidated material) and usually 
to be healing but the infection distressingly reasserts symmetrical (Mt. Asmara in Ethiopia). Although Now, let us turn to a most important link-up with 

itself again and again when least expected. evident in many parts of the world, the cinder cone information regarding the current quake in point: 
seldom achieves any great size, as erosion rapidly 

LOSS OF LIFE wears away what is essentially merely a pile of loose FISSURE FLOWS 

material. The disappearing islands of the Pacific are 

On recounting the loss of human life from volcanic often mere cinder cones, where an eruption may throw Lava, in pouring out onto the Earth’s surface, does 

disaster through the centuries, one might be inclined to up a pile of solid ejecta above the ocean level to be not always issue from volcanic vents; it may well out of 
wonder why anyone would choose to live with volcanos visible for a few days or months until wave action faults or fissures many miles in length. If the lava is 

as neighbors. But if a given cone can be classified removes it. highly liquid and the terrain fairly subdued, 

conveniently as “extinct, local residents come to love The second type of volcanic cone is called a /lows have been .known to cover thousolds of square 

it, are inspired by its majesty, or even regard it as or Here a quiet flow of fairly fluid lava issues miles and build up extensive plateaus as in Eastern 

divine-that “the mountain” could be venomous and from the vent, forming a vast low-angle cone as it cools. Washington, Eastern Oregon, Southern Idaho, and 

turn on its friends is unthinkable, until. of course, it Mauna Loa-Mauna Kea whose 13,000-foot tiDs form Northern California, U.S.A. The bulk of peninsular 
does so. Agricultural people are drawn toihe frequently the island of Hawaii is an excellent example of {his type 
fertile lava soils, willing to take an unknown risk to of cone, and if the low angle of the island’s slope is 
derive a known livelihood. And if the giant should traced to the sea bottom some five miles deep, the true 

India is also of this origin. In Washington the Columbia 
River Gorge and the Grand Coulee reveal along their 
sides a banded layering of differing colors and textures, 
each of which represents a separate flow. On occasion, 

the hot lava will be heavily charged with gases, and as 
the lava cools, the escaping gases leave holes in the 
rock, making it extremely porous. Water will 

occasionally flow through the permeable (scoriaceous) 
rock as though it were a pipe. It is also possible that in 
a moderately viscous flow, with the surface cooling and 
congealing through contact with the atmosphere, the 
hot, still liquid lava underneath will run on and out 
leaving an igneous cave. 

SO WHAT. SOLTEC? 

the 

allow 

Sea 

sea. 
It would be expected then, that material flowing 

from the nuclear testing center in Yucca Flats outside 
of north of Las Vegas would flow along fissure 

into Death Valley and thus and so, however, this 
is a false premise. brief and general outlay of 
descriptive flow from Yucca Flats test grounds would 
be between the Spring Mountains to the west and the 
Spotted Range and Sheep Range to the east, moving 
through and into “Devil’s Hole” which I believe is one 
of the town of 
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Pahrump, Nevada, on the south edge of the Amargosa 
Desert east of the Amargosa Mountain Range and 
scattering in all directions. The most open and active 
fissure, however, runs on through (under) Sarcobatus 
Flat, between the Inyo and Toiyabe National Forests 
and pools in the major underground-to-surface cauldrons 
beneath Mono Lake. Mono Lake is not formed for no 
reason, dear friends, and it is quite a toxic lake in its 
already pristine state. ut 

Does this mean the only danger from radioactive 
material problems would be along that route, then 
scattering out from the Mono Lake Bulge (which by the 
way, is under water for the most part)? No, it means 
that it (the danger) is where the weakest surface portion 
of the landscape lies. The fissures running into Southern 
California are much more extensive but are deeper and 
less likely to show surface bulging. The flow, however, 
is much easier with much less interference from strata 
mass. 

How much will surface, if it surfaces7 I cannot 
answer for it depends upon pressure buildup, pressure 
slippage vs. man-caused slippage and extent of flow. 
You can expect deadly gasses to spring from what you 
call Lake Elsinore and on down to the Salton Sea. 
These gasses may or may not be, radioactive. Watch the 
type of tremors for you can know if a quake is felt over 
a large area, it is a bit deeper than a little surface jolt. 
It means a lot of deep churning and activity in radiating 
fissures. 

Since you do not yet show surface fissures to any 
great extent and very little surfacing material at this 
point, you can surmise it is still in the stage 
and moved into the stage from and forming 
additional 

a a 

The lake is not “just 
getting lower from depletion of water” but is also more 
shallow from the “rising” of the lake floor. 

I am not here, Dharma, to argue points of physical 
geology or geography. We have great difficulty with 
your new names for everything-the entire area 
described was once at the bottom of the sea and my 
vision and instrumentations recognize no difference 
except for‘isolating the identification of markers for 
you ones. 

The quake in point is of little notice except for the 
massive information it should be telling you. More 
important substance is coming forth along the New 
Madrid Fault but the toxic quality of the California 
tremor bears more destructive potential from that aspect. 

The widespread activity is indeed important but I 
have not the facility nor you the understanding, to 
outlay it all. I just ask that you be at alert. If you can 
understand the functioning of your “Mother’s” 

fellow-man. Saalom6 and Salu! 
Soltec to clear. 
Hatonn returned to sign-off for this session as it has 

grown quite lengthy-being that Soltec has not been 
subjected to having to reduce a chapter to a page nor a 

page to a paragraph as has been jested upon Hatonn. 
When we come back I will continue with items of 
“TODAY’S WATCH’! and shake you up a bit with 
Quantum Cosmic Code. I shall at first reduce the 
paragraph to a sentence but as you might guess the 
subject is technical indeed and may require a bit more 
in-depth projection of wordiness as we move into the 
subject of genetic doubles abounding upon your place 
these days ofpolitical and technical chaos. So be it. Let 
us close this segment and take rest. Salu. 

Toniose Soltec present. I come with the Host of 
God, and in the Light and Love of God of Creation, 
during this time of Transition Earth-Shan. We take 
this time and space to bring, unto you ones of Earth, 
information regarding that which is taking place within 
and upon your planet regarding what has come to be 
known as Earth Changes. These changes come in many 
forms, yet all is interconnected and interrelated; 
therefore, nothing which takes place within the confines 
of your world can be omitted when dealing with this 
subject matter. 

It is difficult to put into words, given your limited 
expression of language, the full impact of that which is 
taking place with your world and there are so very many 
aspects to tie in together that, without writing entire 
volumes of text, you have received but a mere smattering 
of the facts thus far. Keep in mind, also, that our main 
focus is to inform you ones, on a timely basis, of those 
events which affect your world on a day-to-day basis, 
and of those things which have been presented in 
misinformation, be it by purpose or by ignorance, and 
to bring basic education about your world to those who 
lack same. Either way, we must at all times remember 
first the purpose of this Mission, and that is to get a 
remnant through all the upheaval of politics, economics 
and geologic changes that are upon you ones of Earth- 
Shan. 

The best defense that you ones have at this time is 
to be informed and armed with the TRUTH, which has 
become a very precious commodity in your world. Yet, 
this TRUTH is the only chance you ones have for 
survival. For without it, you too would be following all 
the other lost lambs unto the slaughter which the 
Adversary has planned for your world. 

You are in the final counting of time as you perceive 
such and the Adversary understands this fact quite 
fully: It is because of this that the battle has grown so 
fierce of late and you ones are experiencing attacks 
from all sides. For you see, if the Adversary can cause 
you ones to become fragmented in your purpose and 
cause you to become side-tracked, then you can be 
defeated. Yet, if you stand united, stay on course, keep 

circulatory system, you can better know where safety yourselves right with God and one in your purpose, 
can be found in order to continue service in this time of 
transition and upheaval. 

armed with the TRUTH, nothing can defeat you. For as 
You, in contact and counsel 

with the Higher Energies, .will be given to know if you 
soon as you take your sights off God, the Adversary will 

but listen. You who just desire to save your assets (of 
slip in so quickly that you will not even be aware. This 
is no small enemy that you ones are dealing with and 

all types) will likely not hear and discount much of this 
information-so be it for it is most certainly up to your 

not one to be taken lightly and, for Heaven’s sake, it is 
not one to be taken on without the Shield of God about 

own acceptance. you! 
Thank you, Dharma, for scribing this information. 

I realize you have neither the time nor the interest in 
Ones become tired of our badgering to continually 

these matters but your service is greatly appreciated for 
clear space, yet it is of absolute necessity during these 

I have no receiver regarding these matters in this 
times. You ones are here for lessons and you shall have 

location. 
many opportunities for learning, for it is the reason’that 

Much, much focus is given to this area you CHOSE to participate in this mission. This current 
geographically, and I am greatly appreciative of your 
willingness to entertain my input. I ask the blessings 

mission is the greatest opportunity you ones shall have 

of understanding in behalf of you ones awakening from 
in your present dimensional expression to learn. 

Yes, the lessons may seem difficult and many times 
the confusion of the sleep and I am most grateful to be you may perceive that you have failed, but believe me 
of whatever service I might project. 

I take leave in salute unto you of our “land-locked” 
when I tell you that each one of you are making giant 
strides in your own development and it is only through 

such adversity as has been experienced that you ones 
experience the most growth. So, when you reach a 
point of wanting to give up and not participate any 
further, keep in mind- that you are never given more 
than you are able to handle. And, the more you are 
given, the more you have grown. So look upon each 
obstacle with joy and understanding of what it 
represents. 

We understand that you grow weary, but you are 
never alone so long as you request our presence about 
you and, should you stumble along the way, pick yourself 
up, dust yourself off and go on, and learn from the 
stumbling for in the learning you will have grown 
stronger. 

In our writing of last week, we discussed volcanic 
activity upon your world and, during this writing, I 
shall continue this discussion. Commander Hatonn has 
requested that my dissertation on volcanism, which 
was scribed by Dharma previously, be rerun in this 
edition of the as it is a very good primer for 
the information I have been giving forth of late. I 

would, therefore, urge each of you to read that article 
prior to delving into this article, for it lays a good 
foundation. 

PHYSICS ON 
A PLANETARY 

Your Earth is constructed of several different layers, 
or strata. They are: the continental crust, oceanic 
uppermost mantle, asthenosphere, mantle, outer core 
and the inner core. The crust and uppermost part of the 
mantle are relatively rigid. Collectively, they make up 
the The upper mantle underlying the 
lithosphere behaves plastically (a semi-fluid state), and 
is known as the Convection takes 
place within the asthenosphere, as well as within the 
lower mantle. The lithosphere is moving, as a result of 
the underlying mantle convection, and the internal 
processes of the crust are significant to understanding 
geology. 

The tectonic forces are those generated from within 
the Earth and cause deformation of rock, as well as 
vertical and horizontal movement of portions of your 
planet’s crust. Mountain ranges are created by tectonic 
forces stronger than the gravitational forces. Mountain 
ranges are built over long periods of time as portions of 
the planet’s crust are compressed and raised. Most of 
these tectonic forces are mechanical in nature and some 
of the energy is put to work deforming rock, bending 
and breaking it and raising these mountain ranges. 
This mechanical energy may be stored or converted to 
heat energy. An Earthquake is a sudden release of this 
stored mechanical energy, while melting rock, resulting 
in volcanic eruptions, is another type of release of this 
same stored energy. By your scientific definition, the 
machinery of the Earth works by what is called “Plate 
Tectonics”. 

Volcanic activity is directly related to Plate 
Tectonics and most active volcanoes are located near 
plate junctions, where magma is produced as spreading 
or sinking lithospheric plates interact with other Earth 
materials. Approximately 80 percent of all active 
volcanoes are located in the Pacific Ring of Fire, which 
circumscribes the Pacific Ocean. This area essentially 
corresponds to the Pacific Plate. In the United Sates, 
several volcanoes in Hawaii, Alaska and the Cascade 
Mountain Range are considered, by your scientists, as 
active. 

The Hawaiian volcanoes are of interest due to their 

location, well within the Pacific Plate, rather than near 
a plate boundary. Below the Pacific Plate, where 
magma is generated, are what are known as “hot spots”. 
Magma pushes upward through the fissures and fractures 
in the plate and vents to the surface, producing a 
volcano on the bottom of the sea floor, that eventually 
may become an island. 
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At the Hawaiian Islands, the Pacific Plate is moving to-be-dormant volcanoes emit gases for very long periods ground in a spindle or lens shape. Local concentrations 
in a northwest direction and passing over one of these following eruptions. of gas in magma cause eruptions that build cinder 
so-called “hot spots”, and so a chain of volcanoes has cones. They are not necessarily related to the silica 
formed. The island of Hawaii is, at this point, near one content of the extrusive rock lava. Some cinder cones 
of these “hot spots” and is presently experiencing are found in Hawaii, on the flanks of much larger shield 
active volcanism and land mass formation from the volcanoes. The life span of an active cinder cone tends 
active volcanoes. Other islands to the northwest are off Although these natural escaped gases produce some to be short as the local concentration of gas is depleted 
this spot” and volcanoes on these islands are no hazard, the greater hazard in the Long Valley Caldera rather quickly during the period of eruption. 
longer active. time, the larger island of Hawaii will scenario is that of rudior&ive gases, which would be are constructed of alternating 
also from over this “hot spot” and its volcanic released if this old giant should come to life. layers of pyroclastics and rock solidified from lava 
activity will also move into a quiet or inactive stage. These radioactive gases present are due to all the flows. are known for their cone shapes and are 

Magma, which lava if it reaches the surface, fissures and fractures that extend over into the State of associated with a magma of intermediate silica content, 
forms locally within the outer 100 kilometers (where shaking has been felt as far away as Las which is more viscous than the low-silica magma of 
(approximately 62 miles) of the Earth’s surface. Pockets Vegas in the recent series of Earthquakes associated shield volcanoes. 
of magma form from the melting of rock within the with this situation). All areas of land mass have a Volcanic activity characteristic with this type of 

or uppermost part of the mantle. certain amount of natural fissures and fractures created volcano is a mixture of explosive activity and lava flow. 
by the continual moving, grinding, folding and Composite volcanoes are built up over long time spans. 
separating actions of the Tectonic Plates. Eruption is intermittent, with hundreds or even 

Nevada, however, has experienced a tremendous thousands of years between eruptions. 
amount of tampering by man-because of all the During the quiet intervals, composite volcanoes 

We have been discussing the area in California underground nuclear testing that has taken place there may be eroded by running water, landslides or glaciers. 
known to you ones as the Long Valley Caldera, a over years. So, here in this place you have natural These processes tend to alter the surface, shape and 
volcano that erupted some 700,000 years ago, and one fractures and fissures, but these have been enlarged by form of the cone, but due to their long lives and relative 
that is exhibiting signs of renewed activity in recent man’s interference, and new fractures and fissures have resistance to erosion, composite cone% can become 
years. Let me first give explanation of a caldera for you been created by the same man-caused interference. extremely large. Also, because of sometimes long 
who may be unaware of this term. A caldera, or crater, periods of quiet between eruptions, populations tend to 
is a large volcanic depression formed by the explosive ignore their potential hazards. They are normally quite 
disruption of a volcanic cone or by the collapse of a beautiful and majestic-looking mountains, and this can 
volcanic crater floor. The explosive eruptions are tend to deceive people. 
rather rare, but usually extremely violent, a Mount St. Helens and Mount Rainier are examples 

A large caldera-forming eruption may explosively of Composite Volcanoes. Nearly all the larger and 
extrude 1000 cubic kilometers of pyroclastic [ ” These underground storage facilities are of grave better known volcanoes of the world are composite 

rock concern at this point due to all the seismic and potential volcanoes and tend to align along (1) the Pacific Ring 
volcanic activity from that Long Valley Caldera area. of Fire, which includes the Cascade Mountain Range, 
If that volcano goes, there will be even more new and (2) the Mediterranean Belt, which is home to the 

debris, mostly ash. This fissures and fractures and you can bet that all those nice legendary Mt. Vesuvius. Several composite volcanoes 
woulr’ be about 1000 times that which was ejected by little surprises stored below ground will end up in the are in Mexico, among which is El Chichon, which 
the eruption of Mount St. Helens in 1980. The most atmosphere and spread world-wide. That is in addition erupted in 1982. The towns near this volcano were 
recent caldera forming eruptions on the North American to the mass destruction that would take place from the buried by the heavy ash and ash flows, leaving thousands 
Continent occurred between 600,000 and700,OOOyears resultant volcanic ash that would be naturally produced dead in the small towns and villages. 
ago in Yellowstone National Park in Wyoming and in by this sleeping giant. Volcanic domes are steep-sided, dome or spine- 
the Owens Valley in California (known as the Long Let me take a few lines to summarize the different shaped masses of volcanic rock formed from viscous 
Valley Caldera). types of volcanoes you will find on your planet. lava that solidifies in or immediately above a volcanic 

The main explosive eruptions are over by far are the largest volcanoes and are vent. A volcanic dome grew within the caldera of 
quickly-within a few days or a few weeks, but characterized by relatively non-explosive activity, Mount St. Helens after the climactic eruption in 1980. 
intermittent and lesser magnitude volcanic activity can resulting from the low silica content of the magma. Mt. Lassen in Northeastern California is a good example 
linger on for millions of years. In Yellowstone, the They are broad, gently sloping cone-shaped and are of a volcanic dome. One previous eruption of this 
original event left the result of hot springs and geysers. built up almost entirely from solidified lava flows. 
The Owens Valley event (Long Valley Caldera) is still 

volcano blew out ho+zontally and destroyed a very 

During eruptions, the lava spreads widely and thinly large area. A group of volcanic domes, known as the 
producing volcanic and seismic potential hazards. Both due to its low viscosity. Because the lava flows from a Chaos Crags, are located just north of Lassen Peak. 

Yellowstone and Long Valley sites are still capable central vent, without much lava build-up around the These domes have a recent history of explosive activity 
of producing future volcanic activity because magma is vent, the slopes are usually in the shape of a flattened and large rockfall debris avalanches. 
still present at variable depths beneath the caldera dome or shield. The alignment of composite volcanoes along the 
floors. Both are what your scientists refer to as The Hawaiian Islands are essentially a series of circumPacific Belt is due to subduction at converging 

because the floors of the calderas have slowly shield volcanoes, built upward from the ocean floor by plate boundaries. For example, the source of magma 
domed upward since the explosive eruptions that intermittent eruptions over millions of years. They for Mount St. Helens and Mount Rainier is the Juan de 
originally formed them. spectacular to observe and the eruptions are relatively Fuca Plate, whose spreading center is in the Pacific just 

The concern, however, with the Long Valley non-violent because the lava is generally fluid (less a little west of the Washington and Oregon coastline. 
Caldera, as I have written on before, is that the rate of viscous). The Hawaiian Islands, then, are composed of This plate moves eastward and is subducting beneath 
uplift has been accelerating and there havebeen swarms a series of layers of basalt (low in silica and relatively the North American Plate, which is moving westward. 
of Earthquakes in the area with magnitudes of 5 to 6, high in iron, magnesium and calcium oxides). As this Juan de Fuca Plate descends, it is the upper 
which became harmonic, and this is symptomatic of Cinder Cones are volcanoes constructed of loose portion of the Plate which, of course, tilts forward as it 
magma moving closer to the surface. It was considered, rock fragments which have been ejected from a central is going downward, and thus that “leading” surface of 
by your own scientists, enough of a potential hazard vent. In contrast to the gentle sloping sides of shield the Plate comes into contact with increasingly hotter 
that a notice of potential volcanic hazard was issued in volcanoes, cinder cones commonly have steep-sided material. Once it has slid beneath the continental 

1982. At present, the notice has been lifted, but the slopes (approximately 30 degrees). Most of the ejected lithosphere, it continues under the asthenosphere. At 
future situation there is still deemed by material lands near the vent during an eruption and that point, temperatures are high enough to cause 
your scientists so they are continually keeping a watchful builds up the cone to a peak. The steepness of slopes of partial melting of the upper portion of the descending 
eye on this place. With the recent renewed Earthquake accumulating loose material is limited by gravity to plate. The magma, being less dense than the surrounding 
activity in this area, you can rest assured that they are approximately 33 degrees. Cinder cones tend to be rocks, then rises toward the surface, eventually erupting 
once again taking a very close look at this area. much smaller than shield volcanoes. Most cinder cones and building these composite volcanic domes of the 

When a volcano, such as the Long Valley Caldera, are in the area of 1500 feet in height. ’ Cascade Mountain Range. 
erupts, it is the explosive type of eruption which spreads The fragments of volcanic rock ejected from cinder Let us draw this writing to a close, as we have given 
ash for literally hundreds of miles in all directions, and cones range in size from 1.5 to 13 inches. Dust and ash quite a lesson on volcanoes and volcanic events. Thank 
produces an ash cloud that can spread for thousands of are the finest particles emitted. When solid rock has you for your attention, and we shall continue this lesson 
miles. In a normal eruption, in addition to the ash been blasted apart by volcanic explosion, the fragments in basic geology. 
itself, various gases are also released. These gases are angular and have no rounded edges or corners. If As always, you are held in the Light of God and 
include: water vapor, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, lava is ejected into the air, a molten blob becomes with our blessings. 
sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide. Even some thought- streamlined during flight, solidifies and falls to the Toniose to standby. Salu. 
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children and pets and can be taken with other regularly, that is felt to be essential to health and well 
medications without incident. Colloidal Silver is not being. These products are: 

The times in which we live in do not afford us the addictive and the body does not build up a tolerance to 
opportunity to keep life simple enough that health can it. For your information only, Colloidal Siver has been 
be taken for granted by just ingesting food and water. used effectively on the following: acne, conjunctivitis, Each of these provides a service to the body 
The game rules have been changed by bureaucrats allergies, rheumatoid arthritis, bladder inflammation, that is a necessary assistant to the other. will 
(directed by crooks higher up the ladder) who dictate venereal diseases, eczema, appendicitis, boils, cancer, discuss each one individually to provide you with the 

questionable farming practices which, when added to candida, otitis media, prostate problems, whooping information you need to understand why these items are 
the already choking pollutions of our atmosphere and cough, ulcers, plus many, many others. GaiaCol can necessary. 
water, end up depleting the soil, the food supply, plus also be used to wet wound dressings and bandages and The physiology of the body is basically governed by 

the air & water we breathe, of many of the essential help heal cuts, scratches, abrasions, fever blisters, etc. the actions and programming found within the cell. 
nutrients that would otherwise allow our bodies to There is a myriad of uses for this product which makes The cells make up the tissues of the body, the 
function optimally. in my opinion, one of the most exciting and make up the organs such as the heart or liver which, in 

Aside from a core of products that New Gaia carries valuable products on the market today. turn, make up the organ systems that work in harmony 
which will be discussed further on in this article, two OxySol contains Colloidal Silver and Trace Colloi- with each other to keep the entire body functioning. If 

brand new products are being offered that are extremely da1 Gold but has Hydrogen Peroxide (food grade) and the cell structure has been altered or is malfunctioning 
important to present first. They are and other trace minerals to add a new dimension to the (for whatever reason), every organ system is affect&. 

is a combination of Colloidal Silver, effects. Organisms that have plagued us for centuries To what degree they are affected depends on the offend- 
Trace Colloidal Gold and Trace Crystalline Drias. ‘may be destroyed using this product but the new, more ing substance that has caused the cell’s breakdown or 
This combination of ingredients has produced a prod- resistant strains will require the higher frequency the length of time that cell has been subjected to abuse. 
uct that is so high-frequency and potent that it could When added to water, the OrySol will help is a product that is said to help 
quite possibly be the solution to our ongoing fight to purify, which makes this ideal for taking to restau- correct the faulty programming that has occurre 1 ut the 
against the new antibiotic-resistant diseases that we, rants or for travel. When taken with get cell level by correcting into perfection the cell’s DNA/ 
face today. Colloidal Silver was used extensively and a two-fold effect of combating foreign invaders and RNA blueprint. Viruses, unlike bacteria, have the abil- 
very successfully against bacteria, virus, fungi and the providing a greater oxygen content for the health of the ity to fuse with the DNA strand within the cell, creating 
like before the advent of the first antibiotic, penicillin; cells from the Hydrogen Peroxide. OxySol is wonder- a mutation to that cell. By perfecting the DNA/RNA 
and the uses for Colloidal Gold at that time were just ful topically as well, but is not advised for burns (use blueprilit, the cell may be returned to a level of vitality 
beginning to present themselves. Once the chemical GaiaCol for burns). The trace minerals found in which allows it to fight off an incoming virus and 
companies began manufacturing the myriad of antibi- OxySol arevital to our healthbecause the nutrients that maintain the homeostasis within the cell and, in turn, 
otics, silver and gold were no longer looked to for were once taken for granted in our vegetables and fruits within the organ systems. 
treatment. Interestingly, the antibiotics that they were have been systematically farmed out of our soil. These This is essential for the immune organ system, 
producing had no effect on the more resistant viruses, trace minerals need to be replaced, otherwise our bod- because without healthy cells that can fight off offend- 
fungi and parasites yet this did not stop the medical ies continue to be open season for aggressive bugs. ers like free radicals, viruses, and cumulative levels of 
community from prescribing these drugs regardless of Another use for OxySol is to rid the oral cavity of radiation, the immune system is overtaxed to the point 
the type of infection. Now we face new generations of harmful bacteria by brushing your teeth with 4 drops of exhaustion-eventually leading to dis-ease. An- 
bacteria that are completely resistant to any antibiotics on your toothbrush or use as a mouthwash or other benefit from consuming is its abil- 
merely due to antibiotic overprescribing and resultant gargle. The recommended amount to take daily for ity and nature to thrive on the invisible, higher photon 
survival-of-the-fittest bacteria. systemclearingis 6-10 drops, 3 times aday onan empty frequencies which are bombarding us daily. 

Research has demonstrated that Colloidal Silver is stomach. If taken with reduce both daily is able to speed up the frequency levels of 
non-toxic to humans and allows no known disease- requirements in half. If you are adding OxySol to your the cells to more nearly match the energies pouring in 
causing organism to live in its presence. With the water, just add l-2 drops in each glass of water. Both and assaulting the body. This, in turn, can offer a two- 
addition of Trace Colloidal Gold and Trace Crystalline OxySol and are very powerful additions to our fold benefit: One benefit is the ability of the cell to 

Drias, the frequency of is remarkably en- pursuit of health. withstand and actually adapt to these otherwise damag- 
hanced to allow these newer, more powerful viruses and Without these “food’‘-based essential nutrients our ing energies; the other benefit is to help protect our- 
bacteria to be eliminated. is gentle enough to immune systems and body physiologies are sitting ducks selves from mind manipulation through pulse beams 
use topically on just about any skin, hair, or mouth for any attack-from chemical and biological “war- that are irradiating mankind relentlessly. Originally 
condition without fear oftoxicity and is outstanding for fare” practices, to increased nuclear radiation pollu- the dose was 10 drops, 3 times per day, under the 
burns. For internal use it is recommended to maintain tion, as well as from other high-energy photon bom- tongue. However, with the growing number of “manu- 
with 3-4 drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue and bardment as this planet prepares itself for the upcom- factured” epidemics and other stepped-up plans for our 
if an infection is present, start with 1 teaspoon the first ing changes. demise by the Elite, perhaps more is better. One ounce 
day and then lo-12 drops, 3-4 times per under the It is up to every individual to take personal respon- or more per day may produce faster and more effective 
tongue until the infection clears. Important: Due to the sibility for their health and prioritize the needs their results. 
powerful nature of this product, friendly bacteria can be bodies may have at this time as well as pay special AquaGaia was introduced to benefit the mitochon- 

affected so it is advisable to replace the natural attention to the needs of their children. I hope to dria system that lies within the cell. The mitochondria 

intestional flora with some type of acidophilusl describe here some good products available to you so is the energy producer of the cell and is essential to 
lactobacilus supplement daily or, at the leaset, when that your search for a basic, complete arsenal against convert the food we eat into usable cell fuel and to 
symptons are noted (symptoms may include cramps, disease can to an end. produce enzymes that are absolutely necessary for sur- 
bloating, diarrhea/constipation and a general feeling of New Gaia has presented many products to the viva1 of the body system. 
malaise). public that you can pick or choose for individual needs. 

a 
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age of twenty, have plaques developing on the arterial and destructive parasites found within the body. Very was even superior to the Pine Bark in that it contains a 
walls due to the American diet that is filled with few people realize the kinds and types of diseases that hieher level and hieher potency of OPCs (Oligomeric 
saturated fats, high protein, white flour products, and these parasites can,contribute to, such as Cancer, AIDS, proanthocyanidins) which are the active ingredient for 
limited consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables. Hepatitis, Hodgkin’s Disease, Diabetes, just to name a free-radical scavenging. These OPCs found in the 
This product provides added fuel to any compromised few. There have been reports that people have been Grape Seed Extract are known for their instant 
system to assist in strengthening the immune system, as able to turn their conditions around by utilizing a bioavailability to seek out nasty free radicals and pro- 
well as cleaning out blood vessels and enhancing the program such as the to elimi- duce rapid counter-effect results. While no claims are 

pliability of the vessel walls throughout the body. Both nate the myriads of parasites, such as flukes, keeping here being made for the healing qualities of any prod- 
and work in harmony to house in their internal organs. uct, the OPCs found in Grape Seed Extract have been 

strengthen and eliminate mutations of all cells by The beauty of this program is that 14 days every 3 identified with: Anti-aging protection, improved vi- 
working together within the cell structure itself. months is all that is required to insure a body that is free sion, decrease in wrinkles, resistance to mental dete- 

Another product that you will find essential in your of most parasites. The line includes rioration, reduced risk of heart disease, reduced risk of 
daily regime is This is a fully integrated tinctures that can be mixed in any one of the above stroke, enhanced immune system, faster healing, sub- 
electrolyte liquid that is brought forth from the beverages or in juice. There is also an intestinal dued PMS, and reduced inflammation of arthritis. 

The combination of tea and juice, cleanse that comes in the kit to ensure proper elimina- The other substances found in are Ester-C 
vitamins, minerals, Gingko Biloba, Echinacea, Cblo- tion and cleansing during the two weeks. These steps and Aloe Vera. Ester-C is found to get into the blood 

oxygenators, Aloe Vera and are a to health are important if one is to realize optimum stream faster and in larger amounts than other forms of 
powerful combination that helps boost energy levels as health within the cellular structure and organ tissues of vitamin C and wastes only a fraction of what other 
well as provides electrolyte balance within the body to the body. vitamin C products lose through elimination. It is also 

help enhance the performance of the is a single-celled, fresh-water algae which found to penetrate white blood cells more efficiently, 
within the cells. Electrolytes are substances which is a nutritionally balanced whole food that is extremely which is necessary for their metabolism. There is also 
dissociate into ions in solution and thus become ca- high in protein (60%) and contains more than 20 a reduction, if not an elimination, of the side effects 
pable of conducting electricity. The balance of these essential vitamins and minerals, 19 of the 22 essential from the acidity of regular Vitamin C because Ester C 
electrolytes in the body will aid in the protection from and non-essential amino acids, enzymes, plus Chlo- has a neutral pH. Each capsule also contains 150 mgs. 
the various high-frequency energies that we are now rella growth factor. The combination of these factors of Aloe Vera which is the equivalent of one-and-one- 
subjected to as well as enhance the effectiveness of all results in a product that has been found to be excellent half ounces of natural Aloe Vera juice. Excerpted from 
the other products you are consuming for your health. in the healing of wounds, injuries and ulcers, immune an article by John C. Pittman, M.D., we read: 

Another beverage that should be taken in a dose of strengthening, age retardation, protection against ra- “Acemannan, a mucopolysaccharide, is a long-chain 

approximately 8 ounces per day is the “Tea diation, normalizing digestion and bowel function, and sugar which is found as an active ingredient in Cold 
Kombucha Tea. Enough can not be said about this protection against toxic pollutants, to name but a few of Processed Whole Leaf Aloe. It interjects itself into all 
fermented drink from the mushroom fungus found long the benefits. cell membranes. This causes an increase in the fluidity 

ago by a prominent Japanese woman in a town called is a rich source of chlorophyll, which is and permeability of the membrane, allowing toxins to 
Kargasok, Russia. What she found amongst these vil- extremely effective in controlling body odor both inter- flow out of the cell more easily and nutrients to enter 

lagers astounded her. The women were virtually with- nally and externally. The suggested daily consumption the cell. The net result may improve cellular metabo- 
out wrinkles or other signs of aging and the overall is 3 grams per day, but dosages should be adjusted to lism throughout the body, resulting in a boost of energy 
popu!ation was comprised of unusually healthy people. your individual needs. Many times the alkaline production.” 
She was told that these people drank 8 ounces of reserves in the body are so depleted that in These three powerful ingredients are found in one 
Kombucha Tea daily. She brought the mushroom larger doses, is warranted. product called It is a potent product that should 
fungus back to Japan and, today, over a million Japa- Moreover, because of its superb food value, Chlo- be utilized by anyone suffering from a chronic condi- 
nese people drink the fermented tea daily. With the rella is an important addition to anyone’s emergency tion or for those wishing to maximize the functioning 
high content of special proteins and enzymes, this tea food storage stash. of their immune system on a day-to-day basis. 

is said to reduce cholesterol, restore hair growth, 

strengthen eyesight, help insomnia, aid in weight re- 
duction, help with allergies, bronchitis, asthma and a 
myriad of other debilitating conditions including the 
prevention of certain cancers. 

While these are claims from people who have used 
or researched the product, it would simply be prudent to 
regard Kombucha Tea as a must to add to your daily 
health regime. Many people make their own tea with 
the mushroom that is available through New Gaia 
Products, but for those of us with limited time, the 
ready-made tea in the l-liter and 2-liter bottles is both 
delicious and convenient. Try mixing the tea with the 

Gaialyte and your favoritejuice, orjust drink it straight. 
There is a that has been devel- 

oped which offers similar properties to unpasteurized 
apple cider vinegar, which has been used for centuries 
to care for all types of ailments. This product packs a 
punch when fighting off the common cold and is great 
as a digestive aid. Many are using this product in their 
salad dressings or other recipes to enhance the nutri- 
tion that their families receive. While Kombucha 

is not recommended for canning or preserv- 
ing, it certainly is recommended for general consump- 
tion. *a 

is the m&brane that is found in the 

As part of an ongoing nutritious diet, the grain of All the above products discussed: OxySol, 

(Triticum Spelta) shouldbe added toeverydiet in 
replacement of the standard wheat grain. is Vinegar, 

superior to wheat in that it contains more protein, crude the 

fiber, and fats than wheat. It also contains special keys to a healthier and more vibrant life by reinvigorat- 

carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which help stimu- ing the immune system, increasing the metabolic activ- 

late the all-important immune system. ity of the cells, providing more complete nourishment 
Many people who are allergic to wheat find Spelt to to allow the organ systems to function in harmony with 

be easily digestible. What is most exciting is the one another, and to increase our bodies’ overall fre- 
delicious nutty flavor that offers to any baking quency levels to withstand the onslaught of various 
needs. Another advantage of is the large amount high-frequency energies that are thrown ourway. These 
of vitamin B-17 found in the grain (also known as products work synergistically together to maximize the 
Laetrile) which has a reputation for retarding cancer- effects of each product. 

ous cell growth and aiding in the healing of other Of course, right thinking, right exercise, and right 

serious illnesses. Spelt also has an exceptionally thick eating are absolutely necessary to add to any health 
husk around the center grain, which protects it from all regime, but the benefits and gifts found within these 
kinds of pollutants and insects far better than happens 
with other grains. The Spelt grain can be ground up 

various products are priceless to our well being in this 
high-stress world. 

mushroom fongus of the Kombucba Tea bathed in a 
nurturing amniotic-like to aid 
the body Ia repair of conn&ive tissue. This product 
was designed to replace the need for Shark Cartilage 
supplement, which has be&weU researched and docu- 
mented in recent years and&$& is said to program the 

never develop c-e@ tumors. By mixing one 
teaspoon in to any the above mentioned drinks, you 
add one more weapon to ysrtr arsenal in the quest to 
build the immune system to it9 optimum healthy state. 

14-day program caHed GaiaCleanse has been 
developed that assists in tti elimination of the nasty 

into flour and used in any recipe where flour is re- 
quired. New offers the whole grain bread 
mixes, or the grain itself to be ground into flour, or the 
flour already milled for your convenience. This simple 
addition to your family’s diet can provide a wealth of 
extra nutrition for your loved ones as well as a great 
taste experience. 

The last product I wish to discuss is a newer 
product of which you may not be fully aware. Many of 
you have heard of the latest craze using a preduct called 
Yycnogenols”. Pycnogenol comes from the bask of the 
pine tree and is said to have remarkable anti-oxidant 
properties that are aiding’in the relief a number of 
chronic conditions. The 3-111-1 product offered by New 

Guia has been found to be superior to Pycnogenol. The 
research that has been conducted on the elements found 
in Pine Bark were primarily conducted on Grape Seed 
Extract because this, too, had the components that 
offered the superior anti-oxidant protection. 

What was discovered is that the Grape SeedExtract 
a 
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** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates. 

c For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates. 

+ All Foreign orders, please contact our offlce in writing 

for specific rates as rates vary greatly. 

* When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates. 

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR 

ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAIN- 

TENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS. 

Qty. 
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WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 

AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS 40. THE TRILLION DGLLAR LIE 

AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 

SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES AT THIS TIME. 41. THE DESTRUCT1oN OF A 

ARE PLANET-ZIONISM IS RACISM 

ARE S5.50 EACH, ARE 42. lJNHoLY ALLIANCE 

55.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.) 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 

44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 

45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 

46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 

48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 

49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI 

50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 

3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED 5 1. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 

4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER 52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII 

53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 

*6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM 54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK 

HELL 55. MARCHING TO ZION 

7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY 

57. TOO, HAS 

DIVINE PLAN VOL.II 

58. FROM THE FRYING 

++ 12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX THE PIT OF FIRE 

* 13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET 59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM- 

*14. RRPP-RAPE, PILLAGE AND BEAT! 

PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX 

’ * 15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION 61. PUPPY-DOG TALES 

*16. 62. SERENDIPITY 

PHOENIX 63. THE BEST OF TIMES 

**lg. BLOOD AND ASHES 64. TO ALL CHILDREN 

*19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 

++2C THE 66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS 

21. CREATION, THJJ SACRED UNIVERSE 67. 

++22. PLEIADES CONNECTION VOL I 68. ECSTASY TO 

“23. BURNT OFFERINGS 69. TATTERED PAGES 

*24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL 70. NO THORNLESS ROSES 

++25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 71. COALESCENCE 

+29. END OF THE MASOUERADE 75. n 

77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME 

78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA 

79. MARCHING TO ZOG 

80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOO BOG 

81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE 

82. RETIREMENT RETREATS 

83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS 

84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES 

85. SHOCK THERAPY 

86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? 

87. IN GOD’S 

88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION 

LEGION 

89. FOCUS OF DEMONS 

THE SLIND- 

FOLD 

91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH 

93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND 

OTHER 

95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One) 

(Phase Two) 

97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three) 

99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN 

101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND 

CEMENT CHILDREN 

102. SACRED WISDOM 

103. CONFRONT THE NOW 

CREATE THE 

104. FIRST STEPS 

DOWN 

FORMS OF 

37353 

89126 

UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 ea add1 

Bookrate-$2.50 1 st title, $1 .OO ea 

Priority-$3.40 1 st title, $1.00 ea 

ALA!xA & HAWAlt 

Bookrate-$2.50 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add1 

PriorltyS3.40 1 st title, $1 .OO ea 

UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1 st title, $1 ea 

Surface-$3.00 1 st title, $1 SO ea 

Alrbook-$4.50 1 st title, $2.00 ea 

Surface-$3.00 1 st title, $1 .SO ea 

Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate 

$30 13 

$35 $40 26 $60 

$70 $80 52 $110 $120 

$130 

10 13 $125 

25 13 $160 50 13 

100 13 $190 10 26 

1,100 100 52 

$3.00 

$3.00, $0.45. 

qwtes 

a 

2 

2 
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